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Teacher
arrested
at b'ball
game

Tax hikes aimed
at budget deficit
Winters backs
education bill;
N I Henley chosen
to state board

Local man faces
charges involving
filming cheerleaders
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
MAYFIELD, Ky. - A Murray
man faces charges after being
arrested Monday night by the
Mayfield Police Department for
allegedly filming
under
cheerleaders'
skirts
while
under
the
bleachers at a
basketball
game.
Steve
L.
McCuiston, 51. MeCuiston
N See Page 2A

rWEATHER
Photo provided
Almost 1,000 lbs. of dry dog and cat food was recently collected by Youth Group members
of the First United Methodist Church of Murray, and the Grace Baptist Church of Murray.
Both groups collected food for the month of January and donated it to the Humane
Society's Animal Assistance Program. The food will be given to those persons who are
having difficulty affording food for their dogs and cats. Pictured are Humane Society volunteer Tom Rottinghaus and First United Methodist Church Youth Group member Madison
Schwettman, along with dogs "Rascal" and "Mottle."

By The Associated Press

AlAk, 512 S

liana/al Assembilr
rently to pass the proposed
omnibus budget bill. The House
is scheduled to vote today.
Henley said education, medical care and many other state
programs would suffer severely
if the budget proposal, or a similar measure, is not approved.
"If the bill doesn't pass there
will be some severe cuts in elementary and secondary education as well as for higher education," he said. "There will also
be cuts in elderly programs. We
have already lost a bill that
would have helped to get people

II See Page 2A

north of Main Street and would
work east to west and would
then work south of Main Street
picking up brush from west to
east. He said this extensive pickup will replace the usual spring
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
pick-up,
which is usually sched.
Staff Writer
•
The City of Murray will be uled for April.
Allbritten reminded city resipicking up tree limbs and brush
from the recent ice storm begin- dents that the pick-ups would
ning Monday, while the county only include vegetative brush
has designated two drop-off and that they would not take
points for several days next scrap lumber. Tree and shrub
trimming should be stacked
week.
Murray Street Superintendent neatly in piles with cuttings no
Ron Allbritten said that an exact more than six feet in length,
date for individual pickups although there will be no limit
could not be given and estimat- on diameter. If any limbs or
ed that it could take 10 to l2 brush are placed after the pickup in the resident's area, their
weeks to cover the entire city.
"We normally have a chipper disposal will be the responsibilon site, but with all the damage, ity of the property owner. Any
we would be there from now questions can be directed to the
until this time next year," street department at 762-0377.
Calloway County JudgeAllbritten said. "We're going to
load everything on dump trucks Executive Larry Elkins also sent
and stockpile and detroy it."
He said workers would begin II See Page 2A

Special to the Ledger
Two area church youth groups have collected
nearly 1,000 lbs. of dog and cat food for
Calloway County residents who are struggling
economically to afford food for their dogs and
cats. Madison Schwettman, a member of the
First United Methodist Church Youth Group,
came up with the idea of a dog and cat food
collection drive when she learned that the
Humane Society of Calloway County's Animal
Assistance program was almost out of food.
She ran the idea past her mother, Danielle
Schwettman, and she too, thought it was a
great idea. After receiving approval from the
church's Mission Ministry Team, the project
took off.
In the summer of 2008, the Schwettman's
adopted two dogs, named "Smoky" and
"Sunny," from a family in Tennessee who

could no longer afford to take care of them.
The adoptions made it very clear that there are
persons who are having great difficulty making
ends meet, so helping people afford to keep
their beloved pets seemed like the natural thing
to do, according to Tom Rottinghaus, humane
society volunteer.
Early in January,"Smoky" found himself in
the church pulpit at First United Methodist
Church, while Madison announced to the congregation the group's intent to collect dry dog
and cat food. Soon after, the Youth Group at
Grace Baptist Church of Murray heard about
the pet food drive and decided to collect food
as well. A challenge was issued by Micah
Sugg, the youth director at Grace Baptist
Church, to see which group could collect the

•See Page 2A
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
A 6 percent hike in taxes on
retail sale of beer, wine and distilled spirits passed the House
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee Tuesday: part of an
overall budget effort to offset a
projected $456 million revenue
shortfall.
The proposal also doubles the
state's tax on cigarettes to a total
of $1 per pack; a move that lawmakers hope will generate about
$81.5 million per year to help
pay for important programs. The
alcohol tax is expected to bring
in an additional $98 million,
according to an Associated Press
report.
However Fifth District Rep.
Melvin Henley, D-Murray, said
this morning that there were not
enough votes on the floor cur-

County to have
two locations for
debris disposal

Oaths forecast
Wednesday...Windy.
Mostly cloudy. Showers and
thunderstorms in the morning. A chance of showers in
the afternoon. Highs in the
mid 60s. Gusts up to 45 mph
in the afternoon. Chance of
precipitation 90 percent.
Wednesday
night...Mostly dear. Lows in
the lower 40$.
Thursday...Mostly sunny.
Highs in the upper 50s.
Thursday night...Mostly
dear. Lows in the upper 30s.
Friday...Partly sunny with
a 20 percent chance of rain.
Highs in the mid 50s.
night...Mostly
Friday
cloudy with a 30 percent
chance of rain.
immigualuatulimm
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The big 240-0: Lincoln to be feted coast to coast
Obama has
helped to bring
theformer
president to life
andfuel the
overwhelming
sudden interest,
says historian

Happy 90th
Birthday "3 4'.
Evelyn Overbey!
We love you.
From your,
family

By DON BABININ
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Two centuries after Abraham Lincoln's
birth, everybody suddenly
wants a piece of him — from
the man who has his old job to
the owner of a diner who sells
burgers named after him.
He's the subject of an avalanche of new books. New
Lincoln pennies are being minted. The U.S. Postal Service
released four new Lincoln
stamps. And it seems like every
state is staking a claim — no
matter no tenuous — on his

legacy.
Libraries, orchestra halls and
museums across the country are
all hosting their own parties for
2-0-0.
Thursday's
big
Celebrations years in the making have been energized by
President Barack Obama, a fellow Illinoisan who refers constantly to Lincoln in speeches
and even borrowed his Bible to
take the oath of office.
"When Obama talked so openly about Lincoln, his admiration
for him, it brings Lincoln to life
even more than he would have

Has partnered with AAA to offer you auto and home
insurance including discounts for members.
f

fp

753-5842
Insurence underwrItten by Auto Club Property-C•Aually Insurance Co

been otherwise," said histonan
Doris Kearns Goodwin, whose
own Lincoln book "Team of
Rivals" got the kind of publicity
authors dream of when Obama
started putting together his own
team of rivals, referring to
Cabinet secretaries who once
competed with him.
Wyoming,
Delaware,
Pennsylvania, Idaho and Hawaii
are just a few of the states planning bicentennial celebrations
that stake their own unique

•See Page 2A

Abraham Lincoln
Birthday celebrated
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•Pets ...

•Lincoln ...

From Front
most food. The loser had to
provide a pizza puny for the
winners Every Sunday in
January. bags of dry dog and
cat food would be dropped off
by animal loving church members in collection boxes placed
inside the church, Rottinghaus
said.
Kathy Hodge. executive
director of the Humane Society
of Calloway County. has
noticed a big difference in the
number of pet owners who are
having trouble paying for pet
food. "In the first four days of
February we've given out as
much food as we did in the
whole month of January. partly
due to the ice storm." she said.
"We've also noticed that the
number of pets being given
away or being taken to the animal shelter has risen due to the
owners not being able to afford
to keep them anymore. This
donation couldn't have come at
a better time." she added.
The Humane Society's
Animal Assistance Program
helps low-income pet owners
with the basic essentials when
the owner cannot provide for
an animal. She went on to say
that the recent ice storm also
took a toll on the Humane
Society's supply of dog and cat
food.
One family had a tree fall on
their mobile home rendering it
unusable. The food for the family's five dogs was ruined in
the process, it was reported.
The Humane Society works
closely with Need Line and the
American Red Cross to assist
persons who become displaced
because of natural disaster, fire
or other tragedy. Humane
Society volunteer. Crystal
Campbell. delivered dog and

cat food to the homes of pet
owners who were in need during the ice storm to make sure
that no animal went hungry
during the disaster. Local businessman. Sam Underwood.
donated temporary storage
space until the majority of the
pet food could be given away.
"It's so heartwarming to
know that the people. business
owners, and churches of
Calloway County. came together during this time of need to
help animals and people." said
Karen Hartman, president of
the Humane Society. She added
that if it weren't for donations.
the Humane Society couldn't
provide many of the services
that it currently does.
A for who won the pizza
party challenge. the First
United Methodist Youth Group
members are hoping that Grace
Baptist has a good recipe and
knows how to make lots of
tasty pizzas. Rottinghaus noted.
To learn more about the
Humane Society of Calloway
County. a United Way agency.
visit their Web site, at
www.ForThePets.org. or call
them at(270) 759-1884.
Visitors are always welcomed
at their office located on the
first floor of the Weaks
Community Building. Office
hours are Monday through
Thursday from 10:00 a.m. to 3
p.m. Anyone interested in fostering a pet until it finds a forever home, can learn about the
fostering program and download a foster home application
from the Humane Society's
Web site.
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Lepanto Steak House
Paris, TN

Lunch Buffet
Monday-Friday
11 a.m.-4 p.m.

I

$4.99*
$6.99*

Sunday All Day

Bar

$7.49*

*Drinks not included
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•Lawmakers ...
From Front

1305 L Wood Street, Paris, TN
(731)641-1791
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Kentucky
News in Brief

dinner honoring Lincoln. Sen
Dick Durbin, who hails from
claim to Lincoln -- whether
Springfield. invited Obama
they were states at the time or
back to the city where the presinot.
Wind, storms to move through Ky. Wednesday
"More than any other state. dent launched his campaign.
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — Dnvers in Kentucky are well
In Washington, perhaps the
Idaho is related to Abraham
advised to keep both hands on the steering wheel as windy conch
Lincoln." reads the first line of two biggest events are the
lions prevail statewide.
the state's bicentennial Web site, reopening of Ford's Theatre
'The National Weather Service issued a high wind warning early
which explains that not only did after an Ili-month renovation
Wednesday. effective until 5 p.m., cautioning of sustained winds
Lincoln establish the Idaho and a display at the East
up to 30 mph with gusts to 40 mph.
Territory, he helped select the Rotunda Gallery of the National
Forecasters said a band of strong to possibly severe storms
name "Idaho."
would move rapidly northeast across the region during the mornArchives of the original
Further, it turns out Lincoln Emancip
ing hours.
ation
Proclamation
had "Idaho on his mind the day
In addition to the wind making driving difficult, forecasters causigned by Lincoln.
he was assassinated" — he had
tioned
the it could bring down tree limbs broken or weakened h%
Other celebrations are not
invited an Idaho congressman to
the ice storm two weeks ago.
quite
steeped
so
in
history.
join him for a night at Ford's
"We're going to have birthday
Theater.
Homeland Security chief visits storm-weary area
That deep connection may cake." said Tony Athans. who
WEST PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — U.S. Homeland Security.
owns
the
Lincoln
Restaurant, a
surprise people in Kentucky.
Secretary Janet Napolitano said Tuesday the federal government
who will remind you that Chicago institution known for
Lincoln was born there. They its two giant drawings of would deviate from normal practice and reimburse Kentucky for
75 percent of the cost of activating its National Guard in last
note that he had written a speech Lincoln on its exterior walls —
month's crippling winter storm.
— never given — that included one on Lincoln Avenue.
At a news conference in Frankfort. Napolitano called the storm
the words, "I. too, am a
That might be a nice treat after
that began Jan. 27 Kentucky's worst in more than a century, blanKentuckian."
an Honest Abe Burger, or perketing the region with snow and ice and knocking out power to
"It would have helped us out a
haps the Lincoln Sampler, about 769,0(10 customers.
lot." said Laura Coleman. marwhich includes a quesadilla.
"Normally the National Guard is a state responsibility and go,.
keting specialist with the
Cake will also be served just ernors assume that and budget for it and that's the way it is,"
Kentucky Historical Society.
Napolitano said. "But this situation was so broad and so unique
"It's a great quote and it would outside the city at the public
and the need for the Guard to get out there and do those door-tohave been even better had he library in Oak Park. But good
door wellness checks, particularly in the western parts of the state.
luck getting near the table with
actually said it."
Kentucky will have its share the Lincoln Logs, which librari- are such that I feel it necessary to create an exception from our
normal practice."
of activities, starting with the ans said kids have flocked to
Napolitano planned to head from Kentucky to Kansas and Iowa
presentation by the U.S. Mint of since they were put out as part
on
her first trip as head of homeland security.
the redesigned penny — one of of its bicentennial celebration.
Kentucky officials have attributed 33 deaths to the storm. About
four — that reflects Lincoln's
In Springfield, the Lincoln- 39,000 customer
s were still without power on Tuesday, officials
birth and early childhood in Douglas Cafe,
formerly Honest said.
Kentucky.
Abe's, will serve a $2.12 plate
Some 101 counties and 75 cities have declared states of emerKentucky also will have a
of ham and beans. That's just
gency.
Family Fun Day in Frankfort
the kind of meal, according to
that includes a visit from
the
cafe, that Lincoln ate.
said this led to the evidence
Clifford the Big Red Dog, who
Later this month. James Earl
tampering charge.
dons a stove pipe hat on one
Jones will narrate composer
McCuiston gave his consent
Web site.
From Front
Copland's
But nowhere is Lincoln bigger Aaron
to search his vehicle, where
famed
than in the "Land of Lincoln- — "Lincoln Portrait" as part of of. Murray was arrested at Green said he found "numerous
Mayfield High School by
Illinois.
Chicago Symphony Orchestra's
DVDs of girls at pageants and
Mayfield
Police Detective Mark
From a host of events at the Lincoln bicentennial celebracheerleaders" that he had videoGreen
during
the Mayfield vs.
Abraham Lincoln Presidential tion.
taped without their consent. The
Murray High School basketball
Library and Museum in
report said that some of the
And perhaps the busiest man
Monday.
He
was charged with
Springfield to a reading of the for
the next several weeks will
voyeurism, eavesdropping, dis- videos contained nudity.
Gettysburg Address by school
McCuiston is an employee of
be Michael Krebs. aka Abraham
orderly
conduct and tampering
children across the state. Illinois
Livingston County Middle
Lincoln.
with
evidence
.
is determined not to be out"We do not have a day off
According to the citation from School. LCMS Principal Larry.
Lincolned.
Mayfield
Assistant Police Chief McGregor directed questions to
until
March
7,
and
then
we
are
The state's celebration got a
Livingston County Superintenbig boost when Obama down to four to five days a Steve Hendley. he was hidden
up underneath the bleachers dent Ken Bargo. who could not
announced he would travel to week." said Krebs, a ChicagoSpringfield on Thursday for a based actor who travels all over with a video camera and was be reached for comment
videotaping cheerleaders under- Wednesday morning.
the United States to perform at
neath their skirts.
An Associated Press report said
schools, libraries, museums and
The uniform citation said that McCuiston is on paid leave
from
historical societies portraying
a "young lady" looked down his job as a science
teacher.
Lincoln along with Debra Ann and spotted
McCuiston and that
McCuiston was released from
Miller's Mary Todd Lincoln.
SERVI G MU
he then took off running and
Graves
Conty Jail after posting
Urvamted
No Co;
Krebs definitely has seen an knocked a parent out of the way.
20 percent of a $10,000 cash
uptick in interest since the new
He was detained in the back
bail, it was reported.
president was inaugurated.
parking lot by a teacher and two
The Murray Ledger & Times
parents. The citation said he
"We take questions, and the
• FREE 2.1_ I Tot holcug Support
left a message on McCuiston's
• oclrf
lc; ROM eve hole,lee
threw
his
camera in order to get
No. I question I get is: 'Do I
•'0,
...
,
01 agfeesses roe Motenle.
rid of the evidence. Hendley home answering machine, hut
know (Mame." he said.
•
SW Rapt reop
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the call was not returned.
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First District Sen. Ken
Winters. R-Murray. that would
lower-cost medicines with the
change the Commonwealth's
phasing out of Kentucky
Accountability Testing System
Homeplace. In the (omnibus)
(CATS). The bill is reportedly
bill, that is scheduled to be reinintended to begin a dialogue
stated July I. So you have sevwith House lawmakers about
eral aspects that will affect the
the type of test that should be
most vulnerable people in
used. The Senate approved the
Calloway County."
measure 36-0. The bill has been
Henley said the situation
sent to the House for consideraacross the state is serious.
tion.
"I don't want to vote for a tax
Winters is calling for a nationincrease, but do I want those
ally-nornied reference test that
kinds of people to suffer and our
would allow scores of Kentucky
education system to suffer." he
students to be compared with
said.
other states. Currently, only the
Also, the budget committee
Comprehensive Test of Basic
voted to transfer $219 million
Skills provides a comparison
from the state's rainy day fund
and it accounts for only 5 perto the general fund to help pay
cent of the total CATS score.
the Coilllllonwealth's bills
The bill would remove writthrough the new budget year
ing portfolios from the state's
beginning July I.
testing program and allow faster
Over in the Senate, lawmakers
and more accurate evaluation of
approved a measure, sponsored
individual students versus
assessment scores of schools.
Winters said this morning he
is hoping the change will
streamline educational evaluaFrom Front
tion in the Commonwealth.
a news release yesterday saying
"The CATS testing system is
the county will have two loca- really an evaluation of schools:
tions for disposal of tree limbs how schools compare to each
and brush. one will be at the
other." he said. "It is difficult to
Calloway
County
Road use the data you have to evaluDepartment at 105 East ate a young person coming into
Sycamore and the other will be a .school because it doesn't give
the
Calloway
County you longitudinal data at all. It
Fairgrounds on Highway 121 tells you about the schools,
but
North. There is no charge for that doesn't help us a
great
the drop-offs and the current deal."
schedule is from 8 a.m. to 2
Winters is also sponsoring a
p.m. Monday and the following bill that would allow student
to
Wednesday.
Friday
and voluntanly take part in an accelSaturday
erated high school program that

II Brush ...

would allow them to finish in
less than four years and provide
funds allowing them to help pay
for college. However student
would be required to move
immediately to the college
classroom or lose the funding.
Meanwhile. Henley has been
named co-chairman of the
Capital Planning Advisory
Board: a key committee that
lays out long-range facility
needs for state government.
House Speaker Greg Stumbo
said Henley was an "ideal
choice" to lead the committee
because his background in the
business community gives him
a deeper understanding of what
works and what doesn't.
"We need that attention to
detail as we decide the best way
to move state government and
our schools forward in the years
ahead."
Henley said the move would
also put him in a position to aid
- not only the state - but the
Murray Independent-Calloway
County school districts, Murray
State University and other Fifth
District interests as well.
"Every bond issue and every
proposed capital construction
for any form of government
to come through that comnur
for approval." he said.
By November 1 of each oddnumbered year, the hoard is
tasked with providing a six-year
capital-improvement plan to the
governor, the chief justice of the
Kentucky Supreme Court and
leaders of the
General
Assembly. The plan then serves
as a guide for the two-year state
budget that is enacted by the following April.
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search
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BEST OF SHOW: A Sussex spaniel named Stump trots into
the nng at the 133rd Westminster Kennel Club dog show at
Madison Square Garden in New York, Tuesday. Feb. 10,
2009. Stump went on to win the Best in Show.

Post Office reports stamp prices
to go up by 2-cents on May 11
By RANDOLPH E. SCHMID
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API — The
post office will get an extra 2cents worth when you mail a letter starting in May.
The tI.S. Postal Service
announced Tuesday that the
price of a first-class stamp will
rise to 44 cents on May 11.
That gives plenty of time to
stock up on Forever Stamps.
which will continue to sell at the
current 42-cent rate until the
increase occurs. They will
remain valid in the future
regardless of rate hikes.
"The Postal Service is not
immune to rising costs which
are affecting homes and businesses across America today."
said Postmaster General John
Potter."Even with the increases.

the Postal Service continues to
otTer some of the lowest postage
prices in the world."
Postage rates go up annually
in May. with the new prices
announced in February. The
overall change is tied to the rate
of inflation in the year before.
While the new 44-cent rate
covers the first ounce of firstclass mail, the price for each
additional ounce will remain
unchanged at 17-cents.
Postal officials estimate the
increase will cost the average
household $3-a-year.
Buffeted by rising costs and
declining mail volume. the
Postal Service lost $2.8 billion
last year and, unless the economy turns around, is headed
toward much larger losses this
year.

Analysts say the number of
uninsured Americans to grow
By KEVIN FREKING
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON
AP)
Without changes in federal jx4icy. the number of Americans
without health insurance will
!irow from about 45 million this
year to about 54 million in
2019. the Congressional Budget
Office said Tuesday.
Driving the increase will h,,

I

health insurance premiums that
rise faster than incomes. The
CB0 says premiums will
increase to keep ahead of
increased costs of medical
breakthroughs that are extending and improving people's
lives. Also contributing to higher insurance costs will be wasteful and unnecessary medical

GILBERTSVILLE Ky.
(API - Officials in western
Kentucky have asked the
state to take over a search
for two teen hunters so that
locals can focus on cleaning
up after a massive ice storm.
Marshall
County
Emergency Services Deputy
Director Duane Hawes
reported that the state's
Homeland Security office
will coordinate
search
efforts.
Eighteen -year-old
McKenzie Stanley and 17year-old Jacob Scott have
been missing since Jan. 10,
when their small boat sank
on Kentucky Lake while
they were duck hunting. A
companion,
18-year-old
Trevor Williams, died, but a
fourth hunter in the boat.
Tyler Heathcott, was rescued near shore.
Hawes said Marshall
County Emergency Services
wants local rescue workers
to continue working on
damage from an ice storm
that hit the state on Jan. 27
and halted search efforts.
Hawes said he expects
state personnel to arrive
quickly.

Tem Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway
County
Parks
and
Recreation
Board
cf
Directors will meet at 7 p.m.
on Monday, Feb. 16 in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room on N. 12th
Street. On the agenda for
the meeting is approval of a
contract with the MurrayCalloway County Soccer
Association
concerning
spring competition.
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
Thursday. Feb. 12, at 6 p.m.
at North Elementary School.
Included on the agenda are
election of board member to
the comprehensive district
improvement plan commlttee
and election of board member to the code of acceptable
behavior and discipline committee. Students involved in
the Music at North in Action
group and First District
Honors Choir also will be
recognized.
• The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday at City Hall. There
will be a second reading of
an ordinance amending the
2008-2009 budget regarding
the pay classification plan
and a first reading of an ordinance creating a new section in a zoning ordinance for
the Historic Overlay District.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

Photo Prc wded

Leonard Brown is pictured on a boat in the Virginia waterways in the winter
of 1960 Brown
was recently awarded the Army Sea Duty Ribbon for his time spent in sea duty

Brown recent recipient of
Army's Sea Duty Ribbon
By KYSER LOUGH
Navy did," Brown said.
Staff Writer
In 19(12. Brown was sent to
A Calloway County man was
France to help deactivate oceanrecently honored with the Army
going military craft during the
Sea Duty Ribbon for time spent
French-Algerian war. He then
in sea duty from 1960 to 1965.
served in Okinawa, Japan, and
-1 Nashville native. Leonard E.
Vietnam in 1965. From there, he
Brown served in the U.S. Army
was stationed in various areas of
from 1959 until he retired in
the world including Ethiopia.
1986 as a Master Sergeant.
Germany and Korea.
After hopping a plane out of
Brown spoke fondly of his
Nashville at the age of 19 to join
military career and said he
the Army. Brown attended Basic
encouraged others to join. His
Training in Fort Hood, Texas.
son is a two-time Gulf War vetbefore being assigned to a boat
eran, and he has many more
outfit while stationed in Virginia
family members who have
at Fort Eustis.
served.
"The Army, at the time I was
"Over all my whole military
in. had more boats than the
career. I have thoroughly

enjoyed it and recommended it
to many people,- Brown said.
During time stationed at Fori
Campbell in the 1970s. Brown
got a card in the mail advertising
land development in Calloway
County. He and his wife bought
some property and held on to it
until it was time to retire. Brown
currently operates a booth at the
Peddler's Mall in Murray and
has worked at Union Planter,
Bank before it became Region,
Bank. He said he's enjoyed his
time in Murray.
"Oh yeah, it's been a good life.
we've enjoyed our retirement ...
we've made a lot of friends.'
Brown said.

If increasing Kentucky's
cigarette tax saved just
one child, it would be
worth it.
The fact is, higher

Isn't her life worth 700?

cigarette taxes are proven
to reduce youth smoking.
A 70-cent increase in our
tax would keep thousands
of kids from smoking and
raise millions for critical
programs - including
tobacco prevention, health
care and education.
Anything less
short-changes our kids
and the state budget
Call Sen. Winters at
1-800-372-7181 arid tell
him to support a 70-cent
cigarette tax increase

5000 Watt
Generator

$69999
SKU /6(

Re-Conditioned
Portable

.•
L1430P
Generator Plug
Also
Available

Kerosene Heater

5 Gallon
Gas Can

10,000 BTU
SKU #455996

SKU #7200009

Cigarette taxes our kids are worth
every penny.
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'Witching Voice' a
good Scottish novel
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Despite Robert Burns' cono h n nection to Murray. Ky., the ston's fast250th anniversary of his birth paced, first
passed without much fanfare person narin this western Kentucky com- rative
is
munity with Scottish roots. The enhanced by
ice storm that plowed through sensory
the region at the end of Jan- descriptions
uary diverted attention from and homely
the poet's birthday on the 25th. details
of
As trees splintered and crashed I 8th century
Main Street
and electricity flickered and Scottish life. By Constance
died, most of us focused on The author
Alexander
the rudimentary. like keeping uses these Ledger 8. Times
Columnist
warm.
techniques
Now that the power is back to
attract
in. those interested in celebrat- modern readers likely to know
ing Burns should get hold of little of Burns. except for the
a new book by Arnold John- words of "Auld Lang Sync."
ston entitled "The Witching
Those interested in knowVoice.- The historical novel ing more about Burns will find
covers four years in the life Johnston's "The Witching
of Burns, beginning with a let- Voice" an informative and enterter by the poet to his cousin. taining romp. The novel covJames Burness. on the occa- ers four crucial years of Burns'
sion of Burns' father's death. life, from 1784 to 1788. DurThe first image presented in ing this time, he was gaining
the book is the backsides of fame for his writing and for
the two horses carrying the collecting and documenting
coffin of the elder Burns to Scottish lyrics to folk songs.
its final rest. Oldest son Robert In addition, he found time for
holds the lead pony's halter. drinking and carousing, rubas he glances at his brother. bing elbows with Edinburgh's
Gilbert.
upper crust and fathering six
"His brother's eyes are red- "bairns" by three different
rimmed with fatigue and grief," women.
We have all been concerned long our power was or is out. gas powe .
Robert Burns observes. "But
When 1 googled the work battery
By the end of the book, Burns with power lately. During the
something in that stare, a glaze has settled down and married. ice storm the word "power" "power,I
received power, and,
of ice, a slight raising of the The . final scene has him sit- did not take on a new mean- 1,100,000,000 results in 0.15 of course,
brows, recalls the father's fre- ting on a broad and grassy ing: one connotation of the seconds. On the first page are electrical
quent expression of doubt and plateau, writing a new song word has just been used over websites for the Wikipedia entry power.
and over again. I walk down for "power," for "Power Mag- many peoplc
disapproval."
and adminng the acreage that
By the third paragraph on holds his farm and his new my office corridor at the uni- azine," for "Power 106," a hip- still without
the first page, the unresolved home. He finishes by rising to versity and ask my colleagues. hop radio station in southern electrical
conflict between father and son his feet and singing his new "Do you have power yet?" At California, for "Power.com.." power servthe beginning of my classes I and "Power.org."
ice, even as Hocne and
is evident. By page two, when song:
ask my students, "How many
Think of all the different the electrical
a friend offers him a swig from
Away
"I am naebody's Lord.
of your families are still with- ways we use the word "power." power workBy James
a silver flask and Robert refusI'll be a slave to nae- out power'?"
There is powerball in the lot- ers
labor Duane Bolin
es, we get another glimmer body:
I ask my brother in Hop- tery:
power
lifting
in around the Ledger & Times
into his character. Burns reflects
I ha'e a gude braid sword. kins County, "How long do weightlifting:
power forwards clock. We
Columnist
that his friend and the rest of
I'll take dunts frac nae- you think you will be without in basketball; power hitters
must
thank
the funeral party would laugh body."
power?" Evelyn's father in in baseball, power servers in these
workers for their sacriout loud, "...at the notion of
Johnston includes a glossary Calvert City has only recently tennis, and power rangers for ficial
labor.
Rab Burns turning aside from in the back of the book to gotten his power back. Eve- children. There
are powerful
In my church we sing about
the taste of Kilbagie...help readers navigate the Scot- lyn called my aunt who lives politicians, powerful lawyers, another kind of power.
Lewis
As the burial comes to an tish dialect. He also provides on a farm north of Memphis: powerful teachers and preach- E.
Jones (1865-1936) wrote the
end. Robert reads the epitaph a listing of the many charac- "Did you lose power?" I ask ers, powerful singers. We talk words
and the music to the
he has written for his father. ters - six pages of them - and newspaper editor Charlie Hust of horsepower and manpower. old hymn, "There
Is Power in
about power in Webster CounUnable to resist reference to a bibliography.
Of late we have been con- the Blood":
ty.
We compare notes on how cerned with generator power,
The dearly departed's faults.
"The Witching Voice" is
"Would you be free from
Robert's tribute ends with the available from Wings Press in
To the Editor:
sentiment that even his father's a quality paperback edition at
I just want to applaud Murfailings "lean'd to virtue's side." $18.95. With IS period engravThe scene opens and clos- ings, it is a handsome book ray and Calloway County in
es with cinematic flair As and a great gift for lovers of the way this disaster was hangraveside services end, an icy history, poetry and Scottish her- dled by everyone. I want to
say again. as Constance Alexansquall moves in from the sea. itage.
Featured here are just a few of many letters
der did in her column, it was
The last sound heard before
received by the Murray Ledger & Times thanking
Read Main Street online at so wonderful to hear the "Voice
the mourners head toward Sim- www.murrayledgercom. Conthose working with emergency relief services
of WKMS."
son's Inn is the "chunk, thump tact the columnist directly at
They kept everyone informed
for their help after the ice storm.
and clatter of the gravedigger's constancealexandergt newwave and worked tirelessly in
doing
spade at their backs and the Comm.net.
To
the
Editor:
it. I want to personally thank
Who is paying for the next
cold pelt of rain in their faces."
Consider me one of the near- special election, that it will
them for staying on the air.
be
We must all remember WKMS sighted residents of the Jack- required to get it past the votson
School
District who voted ers? Will Nissan build a plant
Opinions expressed on the Forum page do when their fundraiser comes
against the winery referendum. here after we get alcohol
not necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the around again.
in
I'm sure we all appreciate or "Agri-Business" or whatev- the county?
Murray Ledger & Times.
er
cloaking
term we are using
the leadership of county judge.
As silly as some of these
Larry Elkins, and our "first today.
questions should sound, it may
Although I am no Biblical not be the residents who voted
responders" should be thanked
for their working day and night scholar. I personally see no against the measure that do
prohibition against drinking, not see the broad picture.
during this difficult situation.
None
however I cannot say the same of these questions were
There
are
many
unsung
ever
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
heroes in our region and we about drunkenness, or "caus- addressed, as far as I can tell.
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
should all be proud to be "Ken- ing a brother to stumble." That
The very scarce radio and
Mon.- Fri. 7:30 a.m.- 5 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
tuckians," as Gov. Steve being stated, my personal rea- newspaper coverage (I am a
Beshear said Tuesday, when he son for voting against the win- daily reader and listener), and
came to WKMS to thank every- ery was due only in part to lack of public hearing sample
Alter KIM Se.'
l UNISIWt
annise(amurrav ledger.eorn
my intolerant religious zealotry. ballot, coupled with a single
one.
1;reg Travis. I.:41th a
edilor(amurra?ledgeretim
The backers of this refer- follow-up article containin
I
have
never
written
a
"LetChris Vlimmhill. Advertising Mgr.
g
ads(amurrayledger.eniti
ter to the Editor,- but in this endum may do well to con- advice on how a Lone Oak
Jill Sievhens, Classifieds Mgr.
elassifieiRa u rrav
sider
some of the questions resident sneaked his winery
case I could not hold back my
Ashlev Fierier. I Artulation
eirrulatiordamurrav ledger.eorn
thankfulness and pride to live that us narrow-picture, county past the voters, has left me a
Rita Iing,gess. Business Miry..
rhoggess@lnurrayledgere”m
folks have about such lofty tad bit teary of the whole
in this community.
affair.
issues.
Sincerely,
When I get my news from an
How is it taxed? How is it church in Almo. something is
Kate A. Reeves
Sibi.rnittion Rates
zoned? How is it regulated'? amiss.
Murray. KY
VII -111”., ripi ion% p.i‘able in A* arn.e. Home delner
da,, A
How does the passing of the
Whether the lack of coverMailed in Canons, Count, 10
measure affect the status of age was an oversight or
intenSilo. av mail tt; rest .,1 h
mo
Year
6
,
,
i
1
other districts in the county? tional is a moot point. In
3 mos
To the Editor:
$55
$105 I Gras,. a Marshall Countle, i .
short,
$30
511 other mail stillsynntion. Si 4 -,
Franklin D. Roosevelt said, Are they instantly wet or just proponents of a winery in the
"Those who seek to establish moist? How does it affect the Jackson school district should
harkened Moedan through saturila‘ e‘er, afternoon. escem Sunda,. Joh
systems of government based value and zoning of my prop- bring us a well publicized,
I
Thanksgiving Da,. 1.11,drnae Da, and Nes Years has. Periodicals roktage paid ,hr
on
the regimentation of all erty?
aboveboard, and thoughtful
Mum,. Al. POSTM
Send Admit.
to THE MIL RPM
What if I want to open a business case, and we will conTIMES. PO. Pon IOW. Morns,.
human beings by a handful of
52071-1140
individual rulers call this a new winery/strip club in my unfin- sider your proposal.
MISS 1.01. K PAPER? Lel an km", an soon an PrIMIMP an,,.' can get one to nunu or
order. It is not new and it is ished basement? What about a
credlii Call 75.3-19,6
Anything else will be met
health spa and gin mill for with more skepticism and
not order.Marc,.' ledger & Times It sPS :14118-701k • Morro, I'dart & Times in a member hi,
Sometimes this is called Harley riders'? How will it help defeat. However, in the meanialteri
hentark, Press AMMIN Immo and Simthern Newel:pallets l'uldieher•
,
os lanon Thr %siwirtated
"change we can believe in!" the children? Is it environmen- time, we are still dry in the
enh
It,
onginalert his MutTA,
1.-iiiterit Time.
tally friendly? How does it Jackson School District.
Will we never learn?
compare to a hog lot in terms
Melva Cooper
Greg Dowdy
of environmental soundness?
Murray. KY
Murray. KY

Concerned about 'power' lately?
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the burden of sin'?
There's pow'r in the blood.
pow'r in the blood:
Would you o'er evil a victory win?
There's wonderful pow'r in
the blood.
There is pow'r, pow'r, Wonderworking pow'r
In the blood of the Lamb:
There is pow'r. pow'r. Wonderworking pow'r
In the precious blood of the
Lamb."
Christians still sing these
words in worship services
around the world. In times such
as these, more and more people turn to their faith as they
seek the power of electricity
as well as power from above.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
him at duane.bolin@murraystate.edu
To the Editor:
On behalf of our whole community we wanted to express
to WKMS, the National Public Radio station located on
the Murray State campus, host
grateful we are for their outstanding service to this community during this stressful penod following the recent ice
storm.
For more than 30 years we
have been thankful for the fine
music and news provided by
the station, but during the past
few days we have come to
realize in a new way the critical role their efforts played
in getting critical information
to our community.
For long hours day :Owl
day operating on low powet
using an auxiliary generator
they were the only source ol
information for most of us
regarding the safety of the
water: accurate information for
such things as where to find
kerosene, warming shelters and
food: and anticipated schedules for power and water
restoration.
Our daughter in Austin and
son in Nashville learned that
the only way to find out about
things in Murray was to check
the WKMS web site, especially when they were not able to
talk with us because the phones
were not working.
Thanks WKMS!
Your voices and your reporting were of great comfort to
us and helped us to maintain
optimism throughout the stormy
expenence.

14

V.,411.1

Chuck and Paula Hulick
Murray, KY
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N. Korea moves to launch long-range missile

Howard Brown Armbruster
aid
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Brown Ainihruster. 91). 1- ulton. died
Monday morning.
Feb. 9. 2009. at Baptist Hospital Last. Memphis. Tenn.
A retired conductor for the Illinois Central
Railroad. he was a World War II veteran serving in
the United States Army and the United States Army
Air Corps. He was a member of Roberts Masonic
Lodge #I72. Fulton. the VFW. Union City. Tenn..
and First Baptist Church and 3 C's Sunday School
Class, Fulton.
Born Jan. 22. 1919. in Fulton. he was the son of
the late Lara and
Ava Lee Brown Armbruster. Also preceding hint in death
were two
sisters. Bessie Lee Green and Marion LeCornu.
Survivors include his wife. Martha Jean Brown Armbruster.
to
whom he had been married for 61 years: one son, Lynn
Armbruster
and wife. Cheryl. Arlington. Tenn.: two grandchildr
en. Brandon
Armbruster, Memphis, Tenn.. and Crystal
Armbruster.
Murfreesboro. Tenn.: one brother. James I. Armbruster and
wife.
Marge. Murray; brother-in-law and sister-in-law. Charles
Ray and
Pat Brown. South Fulton. Tenn.; two nieces. Annie Lee Stephens,
South Fulton. and Melinda Douglas, Evansville. Ind.: two nephews.
Alan LeCornu, Paducah. and Dr. James I. Armbruster II. Sterling.
Colo.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the Flornbeak Funeral
Chapel, Fulton. Rev. Deb Christenson and Dr. Jack Acee will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Pleasant View Memorial Gardens.
Fulton. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday) and after 8 a.m. on Thursday. Masonic rites will be
tonight (Wednesday) at 7 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Railroad Museum in
South Fulton, c/o James D. Cruce. 4381 Hwy. 45 E.. South Fulton.
TN 38257. Online condolences may be made at www.hornbeakfuneralchapel.com.

Mrs. Virginia L Winningham
Mrs. Virginia L. Winningham. 76. New Concord, died Saturday.
Feb. 7, 2009. at the Tennessee State Veterans Home. lier husband.
Joseph W. Winningham VII. preceded her in death.
Survivors include six children. John Winningham. Missouri.
Johanna Howe. Farmington. N.M.. Daisy Robertson, Benton.
Melody Quiroz. San Antonio. Texas. Joseph Winningham VIII.
Colorado Springs. Colo., and Whylie Winningham. Rosharon.
Texas: 14 grandchildren.
No services or visitation is scheduled. Music City Cremation
Services. Nashville. Tenn., was in charge of arrangements.
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A graveside service for Silt% llarrison Stephenson-Parker will be
Thursday at I p.m. at Hicks Cemetery. Rev. Terry Kiles will officiate. No visitation is scheduled. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.
Master Stephenson-Parker. 8 days. Murray. died Sunday. Feb. 8.
2009. at Vanderbilt University Medical Center. Nashville. Tenn.
Survivors include his father. Christopher Parker. and mother.
Nicole Stephenson. both of Murray: one uncle. Harold Stephenson
Jr.. Almo: maternal grandparents. Harold and Vicky Stephenson.
Almo: paternal grandparents. James and Coni Wallace. Greenville:
maternal great-grandparents. Betty Stephenson, Murray, and Ray
and Juanita Geisel. St. Louis, Mo.: paternal great-grandparents.
Glenda Barling-Ellijay. Ga., and John Thelos. Madison, Wis.

SEOUL, South Korea (AP)
--- North Korea has been moving missile equipment to a
launch pad in a further indication the country is taking steps
toward test firing a long-range
missile, a news report said this
morning..
The report came the same
day that North Korea announced
it had replaced its two top military officials and amid heightened tension between the
Koreas. Pyongyang said late last
month it would scrap all peace
accords with Seoul and has pertodically warned of war on the
divided peninsula.
U.S. Secretary of State
Hillary Rodham Clinton is
scheduled to visit South Korea
next week as part of an Asian
trip and North Korea's recent
saber-rattling is seen at least par-

tially as an attempt to grab the
attention of President Barack
Obarna's new administration.
But on Tuesday, U.S.
Defense Secretary Robert Gates
played down reports of possible
North Korean missile launch
preparation. noting the country's
last such test was a failure.
However, in response to a
question from a reporter. he said
the U.S. could shoot down a
North Korean missile "should
we deem it necessary."
Yonhap news agency said a
vehicle carrying the equipment
was seen moving to the
Musudan-ni site, located on the
eastern coast, from a munitions
factory near Pyongyang. after
the suspected missile was
reportedly transferred there.
South Korean and Japanese
media reported last week that

intelligence had spotted a train
carrying a long, cylinder-shaped
object --- believed to be a longrange missile capable of reaching the western U.S. - to the
launch site.
Yonhap quoted a South
Korean government official it
did not name as saying that the
equipment may be weather-forecasting radar or precision radar
aimed at detecting a missile
impact area.
"It can be analyzed that the
North is proceeding with a missile launch preparation in
stages," the official said.
South Korea's main spy
agency - the
National
Intelligence Service - said it
could not comment on the report
as it is related to intelligence
matters. The Defense Ministry
said it was checking the report.

Kim Tae-woo, a missile
expert at the state-run Korea
Institute for Defense Analyses in
Seoul. said that in general it
would take about one to two
months of preparation for the
North to lire a missile. He said
the radar cited by Yonhap is key
equipment for any missile test.
Amid increasing belligerence. North Korean leader Kim
Jong II replaced his defense
minister and military chief of
staff, the official Korean Central
News Agency said.
Kim named top military official Kim Yong Chun as minister
of the People'. Armed Forces.
and Ri Yong Ho as the new chief
of the military's general staff.
KCNA gave no reason for the
replacements nor said what happened to their predecessors.

World stocks fall on skepticism over US bank plan
LONDON (AP) - World
stock markets were lower this
morning following a steep selloff on Wall Street, as investors
reacted with skepticism to the
U.S. government's latest plan to
rescue the ailing financial industry' with as much as $2 trillion in
funding.
In European afternoon trading, Britain's FTSE 100 was
down 0.5 percent at 4,192.97.
France's CAC 40 dropped 0.6
percent to 3,001.75, and
Germany's DAX slipped 0.4
percent to 4,488.34.
U.S. stock futures pointed to
a slightly higher start after markets plummeted the day before
as investors were not reassured
by the financial rescue. Dow
futures were up 0.1 percent at
7.883 and Standard and Poor's
futures were up 0.1 percent at
826.7.
Across Europe. bank stocks
dragged down market indexes.

Credit Suisse dropped as much kets for consumers and busi- assets, the markets will be waitas
8.3
percent
after nesses.
ing for further detail from the
Switzerland's second biggest
"It's fair to say that the latest U.S. authorities."
bank reported a fourth-quarter version of the bailout plan in the
He added that disappointed
net loss of6 billion Swiss francs U.S. was greeted with some dis- investors had been "going
back
($5.61 billion), much worse than appointment, simply because to more risk averse instruments
,
markets were expecting, as both there was a complete lack of such as U.S. Treasuries
and
asset management and invest- detail which was what investors gold."
ment banking lost money amid were hoping for,- said Richard
A centerpiece of the U.S.
the financial turmoil. It later Hunter. head of UK equities at plan involves the government
recovered most of its losses to Hargreaves
Lansdown teaming with the private sector
trade 0.6 percent down.
Stockbrokers
in
London. to buy up to $1 trillion in sourNearly ever major market in "Certainly in. drawing a line ing assets from financial firms.
Asia retreated, further hurt by once and for all over toxic
new figures showing China's
exports plunged 17.5 percent in
January - the sharpest drop in
more than a decade.
As in the U.S.. investors
across Asian and Europe questioned whether the revamped
,Lek udee. i..
rldeut,co,
bailout program. unveiled
'
Any Horne Repairs
Cleon-Up
•
Tuesday by Treasury Secretary
of Yoor fiaperi,
/
•
Timothy Geithner. would be
CAL T
enough to absorb the bad assets
saddling bank balance sheets
...2"...kjeverything the we have to offer!
and free up frozen credit marLICEMSED & INSURED • FREE ESTIMATES
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Mrs. Ruth Jones Uily
The funeral for Mr.. Ruth Jones Lilly will be today (Wednesday)
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home.Cadiz. Rev-Allan
Stokes and Rev. Steve Hibbs will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Pleasant Hill Cemetery in the Land Between the Lakes. Visitation I
now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Lilly. 76. Cadiz. died Monday. Feb. 9. 2009, at 5:28 a.m. at
Murray-('alloway County Hospital. Retired from Trigg County
School System, she was a member of Pleasant Hill Pentecostal
Church.
Her husband. Cyril Milton Lilly. died April 2. 1973. Also precca
ing her in death were one son. Roger Wayne Lilly. and one sister,
Rosie Nell Jones. Born April 6, 1932. in Golden Pond. she was the
daughter of the late Comic Edmon Jones and Mable Futrell Jones
Survivors include two sons. Wallace Wade Lilly and Jerry Milton
Lilly, both of Cadiz: two brothers. Edition Jones and Johnny Jones.
both of Murray: three sisters. Betty Hanberry. Cadiz. and Linda
Elkins and Dora Mae Choate. both of Murray: five grandchildren,
three stepgrandchildren: four great-grandchildren; four stepgreal
grandchildren.
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Whether it's a cup ofsugar, a chain saw,
or some extra cash, a caring neighbor
can be a bright light on a dark day.
Our neighborhoods and communities are weathering a historic storm
in these early days of 2009. We did our best at a difficult time, as we
know everyone has.
But through it all Heritage Bank has continued its tradition of being
a strong community bank and good neighbor.
Heritage Bank is here for you through ALL the times of your life. Our
banking centers are open and available to serve your banking needs.
WE'RE HERE. WE'RE STRONG. WE'RE LENDING.

We're more than a bank, we're _your neighbor!

Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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Missy Jenkins will appear on
700 Club TV show Thursday
Missy Jenkins of Murray will appear
on the telessision show. 700 Club on ABC
Family on Thursday at 9 a.m., Murray
time, and repeated at 10 p.m.. Murray
time.
Jenkins was paralyzed from the chest
down in the 1997 Paducah school shooting and is the author of' the inspirational
book. —1 Choose to be Happy."
Producers from the 700 Club visited
lo's
Jenkins and her family at their home in
Datebook Murray and also traseled with her back
By Jo Burkeen to Heath High School. where her life
changed forever on the morning of Dec. I.
Community
1997.
Editor

Blood Drive scheduled
A Blood Drive for the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Blood Bank will be Sunday from II a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
social hall of First United Methodist Church. For more information call Melissa Easley at 753-8096.

Angel Alert issued
Wallace and Crouse
Mr. and Mrs. David Elliott of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. James
Wallace of Benton announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Keara ReShea Wallace. to Gregory Lynn
Crouse II. son of Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Crouse of Drummonds.
Tenn.
Miss Wallace is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Florence and Norswor
thy
Calvert Colson of Almo and the late Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Wallace of
Stephanie Lynne Floretwe of Camden. Tenn.. and Brent Austin
Benton.
Mr. Crouse is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hudgins of Norsworthy of Murray announce their engagement and approaching
Arlington. Tenn.. and Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Crouse of Holcomb. marriage.
Miss Florence is the daughter of Steven Florence of Camden and
Miss.
The bride-elect is a 2003 graduate of Murray State University the late Carol Hughes. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
and is a member of Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority. She is currently Florence and Mrs. Grace Wilson and the late W.T. Wilson of
employed at Murray State University as a program coordinator for Camden.
Mr. Norsworthy is the son of David and Ginger Norsworthy of
the Training Resource Center.
The groom-elect attended the University of Memphis and is a Murray. He is the grandson of Mrs. Willa Dean Colson and the late
Willis Odell Colson and Jack Norsworthy and the late Charlene
member of Sigma Chi fraternity. He joined the military in 2001 and
Norsworthy of Murray.
is currently a Staff Sergeant for the United State Army.
The bride-elect is a 2000 graduate of Camden Central High
The wedding MI be Saturday. Feb. 21, 2009, at Trinity Christian
Center. Murray. A reception will immediately follow at the Murray School and a 2007 graduate with a bachelor of science in journalism with a minor in graphic communications management from
Banquet Center.
Murray State University.
The groom-elect, a 2002 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is a 2006 and 2008 graduate of Murray State University
with a bachelor of science in graphic communications management
and a master of science in management of technology. He is
employed as a lecturer in the graphic communications department
at Murray State.
The wedding will be Saturday. March 14. 2009. at 4 p.m. at the
Murray Woman's Club house. A reception will follow the wedding
ceremony. Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives
John Fannin was the first to
and friends are invited.
graduate from New Mexico
State University with a master's
of music in instrumental conducting. He was the first band
director at °nate High School in
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NMSU alum has been named
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Special Olympics Track and
field sign-up will be Thursday.
Feb. 19, at 7 p.m. at the Annex
of Calloway County Public
Library. Eligible athletes must
be 8 years of age or older with
an intellectual disability.

All athletes and volunteers are
encouraged to attend. If someone is unable to attend and
would like more information.
contact Laura Miller at 2939054
or
e-mail
at
laura m ler@ murray.kyschools.
US

Special program Thursday
"Atheism" An Atheist's View" by Terry McCreary, Chemistry Department. Murray State University, will be Thursday at
7:30 p.m. in the Barkley Room of MSU Curris Center. A
question and answer session will follow. This series, "Atheism:
Pro and Con" is sponsored by the History Department of Murray State University. The public is invited.

VFW meeting is Thursday
Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars and Ladies Auxiliary is scheduled to meet Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the National Guard Armory. according to Commander David Foley. All
veterans are urged to attend.

Zeta Department will meet
Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the club house. Hostesses will be Nancy
McMinn and Mildred Newton.

Rotary Club will meet
Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday at noon at Pagliai's Pizza. For more information contact Lance Allison at 7535171.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or
210-4173.

Good Life plans trip
The Murray Bank Good Life will be traveling to the Southern Women's Show in NashvIle. Tenn., on April I. The day
will consist of shopping, food shows, makeovers, massages
and much more. If you would like to travel with the Goa)
Life contact Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail bsykes@thei•
murraybank.com.

Reformer's Unanimous to meet
Reformer's Unanimous, a faith based addictions progrant
will meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. The public is invited. Child care is provided. For mom
information or for a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Murray Shrine Ciub Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 at the
club building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is invi
ed.

SS representative at library
A Social Security representative will be at the Calloway
County Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. and will assist in filing claims. For more information
call toll free at 1-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield office at 1'270-247-8095.

Youth Art offered at guild
The Murray Art Guild is offering youth studios for preschool through high school students. Each class offers age
appropriate projects exploring art materials and techniques while
encouraging creative expression. Class size is limited with an
emphasis on individual focus. Complete details can be fourta
on the guild's web site: www.mrrayartguild.org or by callitii
the Guild at 53-4059.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Couns
cil will meet today (Wednesday) at 3:45 p.m. in the media
center. The public is invited.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer lipid profile and blood pressure checks on Thursday from
6:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m. at Wal-Mart, Murray,

Narcotics Group will meet

SOUTHWEST GRILL
TumbleweedRestaurants com

•

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or I-877-447-200S.

'Evening of Chocolate Delight' postponed

"Evening of Chocolate Delight" scheduled on Thursday from
5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club house, 7(14
Vine St.. Murray. has been postponed because of the weather
conditions, according to a release from the sponsor. the
Kappa
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. All pre-purchased
tickets will be honored when the event is rescheduled.
Proceeds will benefit the CASA (court appointed special advocate)
of Calloway County.

All. 0419 TUMBLEWEED k:, FREE!RIO Tp.10 APP)cTLA
EVERY DA yi 807 Walmart Dr. * 873-2300 I
TUMBLEWEED'
•

6oz. Sirloin

Sign-up will be held Feb. 19

An Angel alert has been issued by The Harbour Youth Services Center at Calloway County High School. A single parent family needs a 3.1 liter engine for a 98 Chevy Malibu. If
you are interested in donating or need more information call
the center at 762-7390.
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Donate blood today to help
on

It takes two to ride a tandem saving donation. Redeem your
bicycle, sing a duet or play coupon at a participating
checkers. The Amencan Red Sonic0C and enjoy a free mediCross reminds you that it also um cherry limeade, and then
takes two to save a life - the gen- save your buy one, get one free
erous donor rolling up his sleeve Sonic@ Burger coupon for
and the ked Cross. working another visit.
together to ensure life-saving
"Local Sonic Drive-Ins are
blood is on hospital shelves for excited to be working with the
patients in need. Locally, you Red Cross to raise the awareness
can be part of a life-saving duo of the need for blood," said
by giving blood at the following Christina Bell. regional marketlocations:
ing director for Sonic Corp."We
Monday. Feb. 23. from 11 want to thank blood donors on
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the First their next visit to our drive-ins.
Presbyterian Church. 1601 Main and thank each one for caring
St.. Murray.
enough to save a life.'
Thursday, Feb. 26, from
Every two seconds someone
p.m. to 6 p.m. at North in the United States needs
Calloway Elementary. 2928 blood. Those in need of blood
Brinn Rd.. Murray.
include not only victims of disIt also takes two in the com- asters or traumas but a daily list
munity to spread the message of of scheduled surgeries at area
the on-going need for blood. hospitals. From heart surgery to
During February. everyone pre- joint replacements, organ transsenting to donate at a Red Cross plants to premature babies,
blood drive will receive two leukemia and cancer treatments
Sonic(R) coupons for one life- and many more, these patients

.an be old or young. family or
friends, a next-door neighbor or
a visitor to the area.
"We are all connected. We
each give and receive: it's a twoway street. You give blood
today, and it may be you or
someone you know who
receives blood at some point in
their life." says Steve Beeler,
CEO. Tennessee Valley Blood
Services Region. "The time
taken by one generous individual to give blood can give more
precious time to someone in
need. Whether it's two more
decades or two more minutes, to
the person receiving your blood,
it's a true gift."
For more information or to
schedule an
appointment.
donors should call I -800-GI VELiFE (1-80044S-3543) or visit
www.bloodisneeded.org.
You must be 17 years of age.
weigh a minimum of 110
pounds and be in good general
health to donate blood.

•Music ...
From Page 6A
University. a public university
in Kentucky. His love for the
Mesilla
Valley.
Organ
Mountains and Hatch green
chile, however, will never fade.
"I need my chile fix." he
admits with a smile. So much
so. in fact, he devised a way to
satisfy his craving while he is
away from Las Cruces - 10
pounds of it is freeze-dried and
shipped to him every year at his
home in Murray, Ky.
The award comes as no surprise to Ken Van Winkle,
NMSU Director of Bands and
academic department head of
music at the College of Arts and
Sciences. "From the first time I
saw John Fannin's work, 1 knew
he was special. John was
famous in New Mexico for his
creativity and sense of humor."
Van Winkle said.
Van Winkle recalls a time
during one of Fannin's marching
band shows where a drum major
was accidentally thrown off the
podium by "just a few too many
pyrotechnics." Thankfully. no
one was injured, but it made for
stories for years to come about
what he would do to intensify
the entertainment value for his
shows.
Fannin's connection to New

Mexico and the southwest runs School, White Sands Missile
deeper still as he continues his Range Middle School. Thoreau
career as a composer, conductor High School and Ganado High
and teacher of higher education School in Arizona. While in
music. What generated his inter- New Mexico, he led the Dilate
est in attending New Mexico High School band to earn the
State University for his master's AAA State Marching Band
though was when the NMSU Championship five years runjazz band toured through the ning 1989 to 1993. Other
high school he was teaching at, awards include two State
Thoreau High School, during Concert Band Championships
which he met the jazz professors one each in 1993 and 1995, and
at the time. From there, he New Mexico All-State Honor
worked to achieve his master's Band Concert in 1994.
at NMSU and then continued
He was the District I
graduate study at the University University Music Educator of
of Missouri-Columbia in 1996.
the Year in Kentucky in 1995
Fannin was the first band and from 2000 to 2002. In 2003.
director at Dilate High School in he achieved the District I
1988, during which he marched University Citation of Merit.
with NMSU's Pride of New Fannin describes the musical
Mexico marching band for one education he received while at
year to put himself in his stu- NMSU as invaluable. "The edudents' shoes. "Las Cruces is a cation provided by my educators
band town," he said. "I always at NMSU was fantastic. I spent
wanted the job at ()nate." 15 years teaching in the public
Fannin is primarily a composer schools, and now (at Murray
now and has seven published State) I can impact students in a
pieces not to mention countless similar way."
others unpublished, some of
"It's exciting to be a part of
which were even specifically that process." Fannin said.
written for NMSU's marching
The feelings are similar
band in the early 1990s.
among the music department
Prior to working for Murray and those who mentored him.
State. Fannin was a band direc- "John Fannin is one of my all
tor at Las Cruces Public time favorite people." Van
Schools, Del Norte High Winkle said.

Photo provided

MUSIC PROGRAM: Amanda Sims-Groves, second left, presented the January program for
the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Her solo selections were accompanied
by Stephen Clark, left. A capella numbers were presented by the Church Ladies of University
Church of Christ, under her direction, also pictured. Hostesses were Janet Caldwell, Neva
Grey Allbritten, Faye Nell Flora, Annie Nance, Pamela Seward and Kathy Stanfa.

New class offers BPA students
CFA preparation; improved
chance for better jobs
Consistently known for its Building. this unique class is the six-volume curriculum set
excellence,
Murray
State just one of the activities current- for only $220.
University has been ranked a ly being conducted by the
Normally, the cost for registraleading university for several finance faculty to take its stu- tion and textbooks is
approxiyears. and because of the excel- dents to the next level. Durr mately $1,100. Given the
size of
lence of its programs and facul- said. "The job market for new the CFA class, designed
to be
ty. MSU offers the kinds of college graduates has always limited to 10-12 students.
Durr
experiences students would nor- been competitive. The current and Guin will
be able to assist a
mally expect at larger universi- business environment in which majority of the students
in
we find ourselves makes it even
ties.
receiving
scholarship.
the
more
important for our students
Developed and coordinated by
However, for those who are not
Murray State professor Dr. to be competent and confident eligible for the scholarship. textso
will
they
stand
out
when
David Durr. MSU's college of
competing for the better jobs. books will be provided to them
business and public affairs is
Having well-defined career at no cost.
currently offering a new class
Murray State is always seekgoals is one way to stand out.
designed to prepare its students
Being on the path to earning a ing to provide a quality educafor the CFA - Chartered credential such as
the CFA des- tion, one step above the rest, and
Financial Analyst - exam. DUff, ignation is another way for
our having two CFAs. a CPA
along with faculty members Dr. students to separate from the (Certified Public Accountant)
Larry GuM, Dr. Holly Rudolph masses." he noted.
and a JD (attorney) teach this
and Dr. Leigh Johnson will all
As professors and CFA course sets it apart from many
teach sections of this course. Chanerholders. DUff
and Guin other programs. Durr noted.
providing students with practi- each have the ability
to sponsor "This is an exceptional line-up
cal skills and preparation for the up to five students for
CFA of professors and a wonderful
international exam.
scholarships each year, allowing opportunity for our students,
Meeting on Tuesday nights students to register for the CFA one that most schools this size
from 6-9 p.m. in the Business Level One exam and to receive are not offering."
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Valentine's 5K run to
raise Hospice money
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. the Center for Health
& Wellness. Murray Convention
and Visitors Bureau, the City of
Murray, Sportable Scoreboards,
Fleet Feet and Innovative
Printing are teaming together to
host "Don't Just Run, Run for a
Reason
Hospice,"
a
Valentine's Day 5K Run/Walk
on Saturday at the Center for
Health & Wellness.
The event will raise funds to
support a Residential Hospice
House in Western Kentucky.
The residential Hospice House
will provide 12 beds where terminally ill patients can end life's
journey in a comfortable homelike setting. It will offer an
important option for people who
are in need of end-of-life care
and cannot, or prefer not, to die
at home, in a hospital or in a
nursing home. Hospice Houses
offer a variety of services to
meet the physical. emotional,
psychosocial, and spiritual
needs of its residents. The hospital needs to secure $3 million
to achieve this goal of beginning
construction for a Hospice
House in Murray. which will be
the only Residential Hospice
House located in Western
Kentucky.
To register before the event,
forms can be picked up at the
Center for Health & Wellness,
Murray Chamber of Commerce
and the Murray Convention &

Visitors Bureau. Completed
forms with entry fee can be
dropped off at the Center for
Health & Wellness or mailed to:
Center for Health & Wellness Valentine's Day 5K, 716 Poplar
Street, Murray, KY 42071. Late
registration will take place on
Saturday beginning at 8 a.m. at
the Center for Health &
Wellness. The run will begin at
9 a.m. and consists of a scenic
run through downtown Murray,
through the City Park, and then
ends at the Center for Health &
Wellness.
The entry fee is $25. which
includes a guaranteed shirt with
pre-registration. Those who sign
up on race day will receive a
shirt on a first come, first served
basis. Refreshments, courtesy of
Murray Hospital. will be available following the race.
Registration forms and additional information are available at
www.runwallunurray.org or by
calling the Center for Health &
Wellness at (270) 762-1FIT. In
case of severe weather, the race
would be postponed to a later
date. It could be cold outside, so
bring your warm heart and support the Residential Hospice
House.
A series of runs are being
planned including a St. Patricks
Day Run and an Easter Run. For
more information about upcoming events please visit www.runwalkmurray.org.

Photo provided

GO RED FOR WOMEN:
Pictured from left to nght are
Rebecca Wright. MCCH
Dietitian; Sarah Mastera,
Associate VP of Retail for CA
Jones; Dr. Tyrone Daniels,
Cardiologist; Sarah Jones.
Vintage Rose; Myra Overby.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Nurse; and Melony
Bray MCCH Director of
Marketing. The first "Go Red
for Women" event to provide
screenings and cardiovascular
information to the community
was held Friday at Vintage
Rose for National Go Red Day.
Join them each Friday in
February at Vintage Rose, from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.. and be
"Heart Healthy."

Phones that run on the network with the best coverage worldwid .4

Minor appointed ER
director of HCMC
PARIS, Tenn. - Henry
County
Medical
Center
tHCMC)announced Feb. 1 that
it has selected TeamHealth to
provide the physician staffing
and management services for
the not-for-profit community
hospital's emergency department (ED). The existing emergency physicians who have
served the community for years
will remain on staff in the ED.
TeamHealth has recruited one
new physician, Dr. Chuck
Rainbolt. to join the group.
TeamHealth,
based
in
Knoxville. Tenn., works with
more than 550 hospitals and
physician groups throughout 46
states. They are nationally recognized for helping their clients
achieve superior patient satisfaction and excellent clinical
outcomes. TeamHealth and
HCMC have appointed Dr.
Randall Minor to serve as the
Medical Director of the ED. Dr.
Minor conducted his internship
and residency at The University
of Tennessee/St. Francis and is a
member of the American
College
of
Emergency
Physicians, the American
Medical Association, and the
American Academy of Family
Physicians.
"By
partnering
with
TeamHealth, we will continue
to provide exemplary emergency care to the Henry County
community while improving
ED wait times and throughput,
or the time it takes from arrival
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Dr. Randall Minor
to discharge or arrival to admission into a regular bed," said
Thomas Gee, HCMC CEO.
"The community should be very
pleased to hear that the doctors
they know and love are still
here, and we are going to
improve the overall patient
experience in the ED. It's a real
win-win situation for everyone."
"TeamHealth is pleased to
Join Henry County's team of
emergency service providers.
We look forward to helping create efficiencies in the way the
ED operates, improving the
patient experience in the ED,
and becoming a part of the local
community," says John R.
Staley, Jr., MD, President of
Emergency
Coverage
Corporation of TeamHealth.
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BLOOD PRESSURE CHECKS: Nurse Myra Overby gives a
blood pressure check Friday at the Go Red event at Vintage
Rose
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,estoclung tee may apply to equipment returns, thereafter up fo $175 Sons agents impose add'I fees Unlimited
race
services
Urutd
voKe
coos
are
provded solely fni an dialog between two individuals No additional discounts me avata5le with Armed plan Offnet Usage: 1 you nos of JSQ
,nciudog undd sycs) on other Carpeq 5etWOr1iS
roffnet usage-i dumg any two consecutive months exceed your offnet usage allowance AT&T may at its *ton terrnr
our se( deny your cantd use of other C2frlefS coverage
or change your
plan to one imposing usage charges for outset usage Your offnet usage allowance s equal to the lesser of 710 suns or 40". of the Arrytirne
nuns sidel with your plan data offnet usage adowlepe
is the lesser of 6 MB or 205 of the KB mad with your plan i AT&T Promotion Ca* BlackBernr CURVE'9310 price before AT&T
Promotion Cards minimum $30 data plan & $39 99/'no rate
Nan required, & net 1-year svc agreement is 519999 Samsung Propel taxes before AT&T Promotion Cards minimum
520 messaging ton & 539 99/rno voice plan recured, & with 1-yea sac
agreement per phone are $9999 & 549 99 lASPACITAely IA Shoe Price before AT&T Promotion Cads minimum S20 messaging
plan & 539 517mo voice plan required & *Rh 2-yea sac
agreement n 55999 Allow 60 days for tuthliment Card may be used only r
US & vald for 120 days after nsuance date uut rs riot redeemable for cash &
cannot be used for cask
romorawa at Arms or autornatea gasoune pumps card request must be postmarked by 03/26/2009 & you must be a customer for
30 consecutrve days to reserve Card Sales tax calculated based
c. onie of unartwated equipment Roemer Knew Unused akytane Mins empire after the 12th billing penod Night
& Weekend & mobile to Mobile films do not roll Ner Service
provided by
• monany l.2009 AT&T intellectual Property All V% reserved AT&T. the AT&T logo. and all other mane contained flew we trademarks
of AT&T intellectual Property and/or AT&T affiliated
,r,p,rres All other marks contained herein are the property or their respective owners
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CLASSIFIEDS
classifiedelnurrayledger.com
=

if.C410
010
020
025
COO
040
050
0110
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are ,equesteo to check
the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made

ISO
160
168
110

Lege, Notice
Notice
Personas
Financial
Roommate Ranted
Lost And Found
Fletp Rental
Pawnor Wanted
00.14111iff A Chaise.
Business Oppatunris
Electronics
Computers
Apt:Mance Pans
Wein To Buy
Articles For Sak
ROPhances
Horne Furnisinngs
Antiques
Lawn Gard.

190
195
200
010

Farm Eq.apment

Heats Eqaprneni
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Music*
Motive Horne Lots For Sea
Rotate Homes For Salt
Mod,
* Homes For Rent
Roble NOT! Lots F. Rem

120
2601
170
240
2115
300
320
330
55,
WO
370

04.,01111. F1401111,

Apartments Fo. Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rem
Storage Rental.
Commercial Proven-,
Pols II Supplies
Livestock I Supplies
Ruda Sete
Land For RIM or Law

MO
390
410
425

430
435
440
445
450
465
460
470
460
4115
490
495
SOO
510
520
530
560
570

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Reel Eilaale
Lake Property
Las For Sale
1 ots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acteage
Homes For Saw
leolorcycles A Anon
Aiao Parts
Spore Utah, vendee
Used Cars
Vans

DEADLINES

•

$8.50 Column Inch, 60' Discount 2nd Run,
40"; Discount 3rd Run.
(Ail 1 Ads Miet Rim Within o nay Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
•1

Boats ai Motors
Services Oilseed
Free Column
Totiacco A Sambas

Fri. II a.m.
Fri.111.1

Tuesday

$II.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

U•00 TOXII•
C ampere

Monday
Smart Sher
Wednesday

Mon 5 p.m.

Thursday

INK

Saturday

Thur 1p.m.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephen
s or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30
a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax 753-1927
060

060
Help Wanted

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

060
Help Welted

Help Wanted

1505

Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR ALL POSITION'
,

Black female lat
found at Mr. Gatti s
Saturday night Very
friendly Someone's
pet? 759-4141
IF' lot II f‘l-.

1

Must Pass Background Check
401 K

Apply:
At KFC Restaurant
or
Send resumes to:
Attn: Phillip Marshall
807 25th Ave E Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
marshalk9jmfkfc.com

ACCEPTING applications for superintendent. journeymen and
electricians. Apply at
E&W Electric
Company, 3011 Ashli
Ln. Pans

waa.murraykyapartments.com

Specializing in newly built
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
',Amer. sewer, trash & Cable TV included

Fax:(205) 556-9206

L

1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required 753-4109
I BR & 2BR apartments
available Great location 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets
753-2905
2 BR 2 BA, no pets
406 Bambi Ct North
270-841-5653, 270376-2746

VERY Nice Large, 2
Bedroom, 2 Bath
Duplex, completely
remodeled central
hear and air.
washer/dryer, all appliances turnished, great
location no pets, nonsmoking. $650. 00 per
month, one year tease.
deposit and references
required 753-5719.

LCSW/LPC Needed
Diamond Healthcare Corporation, a national
behavioral health management firm, is currently
assisting one of our client hospitals in recruiting
a Full-Time Licensed Clinical Social Worker or
Licensed Professional Counselor for an outpatient behavioral health program located in
Cadiz. KY. Qualified applicants will possess a
KY clinical license, previous experience working
with adult geriatric and dual diagnosis patients
in a psychiatric setting, and strong documentation, along with group counseling skills.
Interested professionais are encouraged to
submit resume with salary requirements to
Jonathan White, Human Resources. Diamond
Healthcare Corporation. Federal Reserve Bank
Building, P.O. Box 85050, Richmond. VA
23285. jwhiteiddiamondhealth.corm Fax (804)
228-4997. Phone (800) 443-9346.

Activity Director
Prefer certification and/or experience. Must lovn
working with elderly, computer literate, high
energy and creative. Apply in person
at Fern Terrace
EOE

TEMPORARY
HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL
MOM COMPUTERS
LABOR
Service/Sales
3/10/09-1 2 / 1 5/09
Repairs Upgrades
KY00373264
R.Wilkerson
759.3556
Murray KY
Tobacco/Farm
Laborer,Nursery
Laborer Wage
ANTIQUES Call Larry
57.25/$8 00 hr. 3/4
753-3633
contract hours guaranteed, all tools and
CASH paid for
equip at no charge
good. used guns
Housing
Benson Sporting
provided for those
Goods, 519S 12th,
beyond commuting at
Murray
no cost. Transportation
and subsistence pay,
WANT TO BUN
after 50° of contract
JUNK'CARS
completed Transport
-Ns in rick7up
daily to worksite Apply
for this job at the nearKEY AillE0
est
Office of State
PA ttri
Workforce agency in
this state Using job
order numbers above lot suitable tor douwith a copy of this blewide w'well, septic
advertisement
electricity.
Near
Murray 226-9534 after
7pm

-

HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806

• ad

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location 753-2905. 2931480

USED motor oil pickup
Drum exchange
270-436-2215
.Need to (dace an

ad?

Call us we will bs
glad to help
Murray Ledger tf Tones
270-753-1916

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 Maple St.
We sell new &
used furniture at
great deals.
(270)781-7653
TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361
Herres nor Sale
**OWNER Finance"
No credit chock.
Singlewide
private
country setting close to
lake. 213 Primrose.
New Concord. KY.
$34,900,.
$1.500
down. Call Ruth() 270753-2222.
16X80 LIKE NEW
$16500
Including Deliver•Set,
AC/Hookup
Call 584-9429 to see

Acciptiov now
patients,ALWAYS,

Eyecare.
Specialties
Dr. Kevin Adams

270-759-2500
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's Al) the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's
Best
XBR
series On display for
free delivery & set-up
custom
surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action
Murray
Telephone
Electronics, Inc.. corner of 8th and Arcadia
(270)753-7$67

Appliances

LARGE
SELECTION

2005 2becit 2bath.
great condition. In
Coach Estate. 601831-3080
28X60 DOUBLE wide
Very high end home
Low end price, less
than $50,000
Call 731-584-9429 if
interested
GOVERNMENT Loans
Available
See if you can qualify
for more house
for lower payments
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
731-584-9429

Mobile Homes For Rent
2 BR 1 BA on 1 acre
lot Very clear. yard
mowing included No
pets
References
required $325 monthly
plus deposit
270-978-4533
NICE 2 BR, no pets
753-9866

Assitments For Rent

USED APPLIANCES
WAND-ELKINS

605 (South 12th St

(270)753-1713

1 BR apt, various loa
cations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898

2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A. appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

Room For Rent

2BR Townhouse. W/D
included $475.00/mo.
1BR, 1BA on Brooklyn
Dr. $315.00/mo.
Please Call 753-7559
2BR, 1.5BA, no pets.
$475 monthly. 2935423
3 BR brick 2 full BA,
appliances, large deck,
and lawn service Quiet
neighborhood
227-5173.
3 BR house, Wel,
C/H/A $500. 1-2-3 BR
Apt. 753-0606.
4 BR. 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days_ Coleman RE.
753-9898
HAZEL New one bedroom Appliances,
water, sewer, trash.
electric included
$550/mo.
(2701492-8211
LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus. Ca-l/A, W&D,
$600- 2 people. $6753 people, water,
sewage & trash
nishecl, no pets.
(270)293-3710
LIKE new, 1BR apt, all
appliances.
1707
Brooklyn Dr 270-5599080 or leave message
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Houston
Opportunity
TDD*1-800-648-6(;:..L.
SMALL 1
Water paid
month No
person only

Rooms for rent $250
includes utilities. cable,
Internet.
No
pets
smoke free 759-4335
for info

1

I

2 Bedroom, 2 Bath
House,
completely
remodeled,
centralheat' air. washendryer.
all appliances furnished. quiet location
near the lake, no inside
pets.
non-smoking,
$650. 00 per month,
one year lease, deposit
and
references
required. 753-5719.
2 BR, very nice
Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR, 2BA, Hardwood
floors, newly remodeled. 701 Broad St.
$500 month, no pets.
293-3710
3BR, 2BA. unfurnished
in
county,
2
acres/pond. $550imo
No pets 761-5464 or
293-0139.
4BR, 1BA adjacent to
MSU $700,mo plus
deposit 436-5085

59 759-

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266 _
Cell. (2701 293-4183
9 a.m - 4 p.m. M-F

TOWNHOUSES
for
rent 3 & 4 BR 2.5 BA,
refrigerator,
oven
stove washer & dryer
included
Close to
Murray State $630$840 a month First
month 1 12 off Call
270-348-0458

3 BR brick in Puryear.
1400 Sq Ft_
Remodeled.
2-car
garage
Priced to move at
569.900
270-761-HOME
wkyhomesellers.com

MIN,
ACA registered tiny
Yorkie puppies. Vet
checked. health guaranteed_ Males $400500, females $600.
436-5508. 293-5508.

WAREHOUSE
.-10X19.'.10%24
Ask' aixtut

BENTON Country
Club
new construction.
3BR, 2BA, WNW.
whqestonecontractors
.corn. 703-7308

AKC registered Husky
puppies S500
270-226-9507

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
( orner tor 121• & Glendak.
UAW $25 10x15 $40
12701436-2524
12701293-6906

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in Rivertield
Estates.
Matt Jennings
293-7872

DOG Obedience
436-2858
MINIATURE
Dachshund poppies..
black & tan 2 females
5250. I male $200
(719)688-3947
1st
shots & dewormed

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905

We Buy
Houses!
Fast Cash Offer
Stop Foreclosure

YORKIE
puppies.
AKC 601-831-3080

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

761-HOME
761HOME.COM
Public Sale
\rani It

CHAV1S REAL
ESTATE & AUCTION
42th St.'
013)
.7411,7263- (2.7017044, 79 ;
•
Tominy Chavii
Bnokdr RitCtinnnier

L ill I I.

liii Ise I

Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger 6 Times
270-753-1916

%
4110

(heok
ii us out on the web!
A

cl
./11

a subscription to the
MIKKA1

ONNIIBEA
CH
Nu

a
a

tSTOR40,1 filE
i El il016
All Size Units • Climate con
24/7 SurveillA11011• Eloctricity
512 Whttnell Ave.

75

EDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery
Local
3 mo.
$30.00
mo.
3
6 me...............555.00
6 mo.
1 yr.
$105.00
1 yr.
Rest of
3 me.
6 me.
1 yr

3853

I Check
BR apt
$265 per
pets One
753-5980

•*OWNER Finance**
No Credit Check.
3BR.
IBA
newly
remodeleci, quiet country setting, close to
lake
127 Tearose.
New
Concord
$59,900 51.950 down
Call Fluthie
270-753-2222.

Small offices and office
suites
available
Adjacent to MSU. S200
and up. Including utilities.
restrocms,
kitchen, conference
room & more. Century
21 Barger RE
270-247-2421.

-sour, 4peCials
753.-3119

Houses For Rent

1,1:11.1=

Retail Store in Hazel.
2500 SF +/- plus 960
SF porch.
Really nice, Great for
antiques, restaurant,
retail, etc.
270-492-8211

All sizes to
fit your needs
Located by
Froggy radio station

75

All
th rnlacmed
• .ra• aasertNed are

,

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Apartments For Rant

DISCLAIMER

HOME cleaning services 227-7129

BEAUTIFUL 3br, 2ba
2 car garage, all appliances including built ir
microwave. w/d, larg(
fenced back
yarn
Located in small go:'
course
community
Available Feb 1610
$900 per month.
759-5885 293-7085

VENTURE

Shift Leaders, Cashiers, & Cooks
Excellent Starting Salary

060
Help Wanted

DON'T have time to
deep cleaning? Cal
met Very reasonable
rates 227-6535 Day or
night

tactor, in
protected
Cornrnencsi Prop For Rent
_

Appliances included. No PETS!

Promotions From Within

yrOTIMJ
.0 rat whir rely
• -iv. 1 in.1,,Jr 13Mtlial sta.
ir iLinond ungin Of intent, vralLe am such prker-

270-759-4851

340
Houses For Rent

Paid Vacations
Mu-of Pass Background Check
Bonuses

one'. Ia.,
\

for more information.

270-767-9111

Promotions From Within
Medical & Dental Plan
401K

270-753-1916

PECO is hiring. 2 positions available: -personal assistant. -marketing assistant_ A/1-F
30hrsi wk. Resume to:
info @pecopro-ducts.co
m mart PO. Box 363.
Murray. Start date:
2/16/09

Call

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
pm. to 4 p.m.

General Managers and Assistant Managers
Starting Salary
depends on experience

ND A PET
NE %Ili. Ht N ti li
()NE P11 Hilt l'ItEt

When accessing he
''help wanted- section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murray ledger com.
!oau will be redirected
to jobnetwork con:
By default.
Murray and local job
listing,. will appeal on
this website
However. as a national
website. not all
on the rohnetwork Coln
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
listings Thank !,ou

NEW - 7,000 sq. ft. Industrial building
for rent / lease on East Chestnut Ext.

Let us combine over forte years of proven restaurant
success with your experience to make a new
addition to our restaurant family.

OH hi

Murray Ledger & Times

floo,n4

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Application,
.

New'Location
753-7743

Stunts lidscr a

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

KFC
205 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-7101

•
'Hwy 121 .
:--Bypass N

VISA

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

"Come Join a Winning Team"

EAVES
01410CIM mbroidery
Printing
, Patelert
.

m

Fnday

MBC Storage
We have new storage units
located behind
Murray Business Center
On North 12th
With Interior Lights

753-2905

KyrrN
„...
1.70.50

$90.00
$120.00

1
•

$35.00
$63.00
$110.00

All Other fail
Subscriptions
mo.
$7;.00
6 mo.
596.00
1 yr.
514500

Money Order

Visa

I
Addre,
,
1
l'it
1
Y
; state_
_
1
11w.tinte
1
Mail this coupon with 1/.Inhint
1
1
1

Mall

Murray Ledger & Times
PA). Box 1040
Murray, KY 421171
(
,270i753-1916

MX

0.

CLASSIFIEDS

2B • Wednesday, February II, 2009
(AA)Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

Moor Roll

Services Mitred

1,16 Mein Si.
New ()lox*/
k'no

ray ACotton
Seer

Services Offered

USED TIRES
14 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

ight's
-

Call 753-5606

[

11C211
Sport Min Vehicies

1996 Chevy Blazer
4WD, 2DR, auto, very
good condition. $2.500
obo 227-4439

Steve Dublin
Construction
Custom Home
Building
Remodeling
293-8919
DAVIS Handlwork's
We've expanded

Small home repairs.
2002 Grand Pnx, 6cyl
3100. 92,000 miles. roofing, siding, storm
clean-up & home build$7,500. 492-6159.
2000 Pontiac Grand ing to suit lots available
AM GT. white, 76.000 north of Murray.
(270)227-9484
miles. $3.999.
293-7670
1998 Ford Taurus,
good condition. $600.
601-831-3080.
94 Lincoln Town Car,
, 270-227-3574
leather, $900 obo.
avnt.houstoneiectnctotarn
270-978-9454
1990 Buick Park
FUTRELL'S Tree
Avenue. 3.8, 6cyl..
Service
FWD, new brakes and Trimming, removal.
starter. No dents. Good stump gnnding,
running
condition
firewood. Insured.
$950 obo. 270-761- 489-2839.
6149, 270-293-7913

HOUSTON
ELECTRIC

Looking

to

buy

older

model pull type or pop
up

camper

in

good

condition 226-9081
530

Services Offered
• . ULM
•
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, ManicOring,
. Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisiaclien guaranteed
753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD RE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 noun summit
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
293-8377, 436-2867
Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
ACI PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT &
DOMESTiC SERVICES
The ONE STOP
for ALL YVVEr home
needs-Home Improvements
-Rental Property
•Residentiai Up-keep
-Light Errands
-Lawn & Garden
Reliable
Free Estimates
Affordable Rates
(270)227-6206
ADAMS Horne
Improvement
Remodeling. Rooting,
Repairs. Storm Cleanup. No job too small
Licensed & Insured
227-2617
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
-Sagging floors
-Roof Leaks
•Sheetrock
•Decks
No lob too small
227-9641
ALL Carpentry
Construction
*Homes -Remodeling
• Decks *Screened
Porches *Garages
*Sagging
*Rotten
Floors *Termite
Damage *Home &
Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ATTIC Insulation blown
in. 293-1924.
BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting. fix-it's &
repairs.. 436-2228.
DNJ HANDYMAN
For

all

your

storm

clean-up 8 repair
needs 270-293-5438

I

David's Home
Improvement
LI(

Carpet & Floors
Oyer 41 yours eqx
I Saks & hutalkeiee
ileye mime s rah eri.
I
753-7728

Water Darraged
Braces & Floor ..10e51
ReModettnq

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
--SIMMONS
Home
Handyman
Carpentry Service. Will
do tree clean up. Call
Don 519-8570.
STORM CL-EAN
'-IreeS (Wire,
"
, girtters.:toot
instanalion.;pita
ao Yrs: exp.
.Frie estimate
Troylaler97s-2623
LAMB'S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE
Storm Clean-up
(270) 293-8377
(270) 436-2867

THE Murray Ledger
& limes considers
•weekly & special pie
its sources reliable,
•locally owned/operetta!
but inaccuracies do
759-1151 • 293-2783 occur.
Readers
293-2784
using this information do so at their
Hamilton Cyan
own risk. Although
persons and compa3301 St..ffs 121N. nies
mentioned
75340E17
herein are believed
h lerAfurtiock -..'1.3.1"2'
to be reputable, The
1),,r1.1% floor. N..00- 1 ;t
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
HANDYMAN Service
Storm clean-up, tree employees accept
trimming & repairs. any responsibility
whatsoever for their
Free estimates.
activities.
262-490-4692,
270-759-4116
TREE Clean-up
JAR Construction
No pay until lob done.
Licensed & Insured
(270)556-4698 any16 yrs. exp.
time
Work with your insurance company on esti- TREE
WORKand
mates for all your clean-up.
Buying
home needs. Roofing,
sunk cars.
siding, windows, debhs 270-436-5235.
270-227-6004
& tree removai.
731-225-4488

JOE'S JOBS
•i
I 'MI

d \k‘qi

753-4344 • 227-5644
Exams Leaf Removal
B
%%est K Lawnsrapes
227-8414
No Disposal Fees!
Wort" Free,
Reasonable Rates.
LIMB & tree problems?
15yrs. service. Senior
citizen
discount.
Lowest price guarantee. Removal also.
Tim 753-2594 or
227-9153.
ML Garage Doors
Installation, repair and
maintenance for residential and commercial
door and openers.
Including dock levelers
and dock plates. Free
Estimtes. Repair storm
damaged doors. Call
270-293-2357.

TRENT Tree Service
Insured,
bonded.
licensed. Complete
Tree Removal, chipping. remove debris.
top trees. Free estimates. 270-293-4675
or 678-557-2064_
WANDA
Tucker
Bookkeeping & Tax
Services. Reasonable
pnces, e-file at no extra
charge, free
and delivery.

pick-up

Call for an

estimate. Office
753-2079,
Tucker

270-

Wanda
753-0863,

Vanessa Fike

489-2280.
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

STORM CLEAN-UP
Brush & debris
removal, power
washing
Senoir discount
Free estimates

(270)492-6307
(270) 227-9581

-fri.1 •.

BTM EXCAVAT)NG. LLC
• Trackhoe • Beckhoe • Dozer
• Ponds • Dnveways • Clearing
• Septic Systems • Demolition
We deliver gravel, NI dirt,
topsoil. white rock arid pond clay.
227-3032 Bobby
293-1991 Tripp
753-7646 after 6 pni

r /,11I N
roci,Inn

Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
•Trees shaped. trimmed or removed
*Stump Removal •All modern epquipment
-.4 hour emergency service -Licensed & Insured

Ron Frame Jr.
Res 270-474-0323• Cell: 270-227-3140
"No lob is complete until customer is satisfied'

Murray Ledger & Times

1'd110V..t)
County Middle Kirby Paschall, Jared Dane Jacob Raymond Martin. Tristan Victoria Elizabeth Hahs.
Kaylan
School has released the honor Phillips, Shayla Dawn Phillips*. Elias McCalliste Morgan
r.
Lynn Ree Hall, Ansta Mane Harper*,
roll for the second nine weeks of
Ian Keith Postlethwait*, McCoy,
Michael
Daniel Megan Laurel Harper*. Ashley
school of the first semester of Danielle M. Potts. Kalynn Anne McGee*.
Roger
Michael Nicole Harpole*, Hailey Brooke
school as follows:
Presnell. Steven Let. Quasi. McIntosh.
Sydney
Marie Harrison*. Alyssa Danielle
denotes all A's
Julianne Alexis Revell*, Chase Murphy. Marco Reece 0'Bryan, Hayden*. MaKenzie Blake
6th grade
Nathaniel
Rogers, Cohen Courtney Leighann Outland. Held, Adrian Elaine Herndon,
Johanna
Nicole
Adams Bogard Rogers. Carrie Lee Amber Lynn Parker*. Justen Gabrielle Nicole Hill. Faith
Darnall*. Courtney LeAnn Rowhuff, Morgan Gail Rudolph. Dean Pollock, Devyn Brooke Nicole Hooper*. Malik R.
Adams. Kaytlynn Marie Adams, Hannah Noelle Ryan. Gabriel Poston. Zackerie Omar Powell. Idlette. Kaylee Anne Ingram.
Hunter Alan Bailey, Marlee Mason Shoemaker, Lauren Rae Robert F. Pruitt, Kailey Ann Austin
Chandler
Jackson,
Rose Barrett, Deanna Nicole Simmons. Hayden Alan Smith. Ray. Nathan Daniel Rister, Erica Johnathon
Edward
Jones.
Bennett. Joshua Michael Betts*. Jonathon
Hunter
Smith*. Beth Rogers*, Erica Marie Kelsey Len Kelly, Rosa Kim*.
William Edward Bloemer. Shayna Alexis Smith. Clay Rogers,
Osvaldo
Rojas*. Jeffrey Paul Krauss. Laken
Brooklyn Almyra Marie Braden, Smotherman*, Kohy Orion Christopher Dain Satterwhite*. Nicole Lee. Destinie Rose
Trace Austin Brandon, Bennett Springer, Ashlyn Brooke Stalls, Summer Nicole Simmons. Lincoln.
Arista
Morgan
Cameron Brown, Rustin Wayne Olivia Colleen Stokes*, Brianna Malayna Colette Smothennon, Manning,
Breanna
Paige
Burkeen. Adrianna Cheyenne Alexis Sutton, Jacob Andrew Abbey
Chase
Alexander
Elizabeth
Spann, Manus.
Burkhart. Logan Glen Butler, Sutton.
Nathaniel
Seth
Richard Mariana Lee Spengler, Tyler Martin.
Evan
Wade Harris Carter, Cecil Svebakken*, Blair Autumn Keith Stone, Jake Alexander Maxwell*.
Sullivan
Lyn
Vinson Alexander Clayton. Tibaldi, Keisha Renae Travis. Stowers. Kaytlin Michelle McCallon, Kirstie Kayann
Jessie Megan Cline, Tristin Mark Richard Tyler*, Amber Thompson*, Travis
Amy
Marie
Ford McClard,
-Keith Cole*, Courtney Kristine Lee Underhill, Marko Andre Tucker. Marissa Leigh Tyson*. McDougal. Diedre
Marie
Collins, Madison Elizabeth Vazquez, John C. Venice. Phillip William Vilardo. Taylor McHenry*, Matthew Gregory
Contri,
Tyler
Covington, Connor
James
Wagner. Lea Wallace, Dylan Anthony McReynolds, Alexandna kla:,
Riecher Douglas Denmark*, Marlayna
Emily
Warren, Warmack,
Destiny
L. Mehr. Dana Reagan Meredith*.
Madison Lane Dennis, Patricia Breanna Kiera White, Ashton Wendling*, Katelyn Ann White, Simon David Mikulcik*, Adyn
Kelsey Douglas*. Mallory Lin Nikole Williams, Matthew Ray Justin Aden Wilhelm*, Caitlin Reece Milam*, Travis Lee
Duncan*, Ashley Nicole Dunn, Winder, Justice Marie Wisehart, Taylor Wilkerson, Eric Scott Miles*,
Travis Dean Dwyer, Selena Emily Grace Wood and Jacob Winkler*. Kelsey Renee Yearry
Devin Michael Miller, Bryce
Thomas
Michelle Earick*, Danielle Paul Woods.
Mills.
Madison
and Brittany Yong.
Alexandra
Nicole Ericson*, Jamie Marie
Mize,
Haley
7th grade
8th grade
Michelle Morris, Ryan Garrett
Foster. Gavin Dale Fox. Logan
Morgan Lee Adams, Parker
Jeremy
Allen
Addison,
Morrison.
Wayne Fox, Michael Anthony Elliott Adams, Michael Todd Brandy
Justin
Miller
Fennell
Baker,
Murdock,
Franco, Brandon Christopher Arnett*, Iris Mercedes Avila, Zachariah
Alexandria
Jo
Jordan
Baker*,
Franklin. Kiera Leigh Freeman, Laiken Alysse Balmer. John Nicholas Evan Betts, Alyssa Nance*,
Hannah
Rose
O'Bryan*. Keisha Nicole Orr",
Derek Logan Fry, Peyton David Benton. Cody Lane Nicole Bogard, Kristina
Louann
Lee Ann Orr. Dakota Brooke
Brooks Garland, Caitlin Rena Bergman*,
Joseph
Levi Bohannon, Jason
Thomas
Parrish,
Hugh
Garner, Callie Faith Garrison. Briggs*, Michael Christopher Bowen, Arin Michelle
William
Boyd,
Misael Christopher Gomez Broil. Brittany Rose Brown. Anna Marie Brashear, Miranda Paschall*. Dugan Ott Pearson,
Vargas.
Hunter Brent Bucy, Thomas Rae Braun, Jered Thomas James David Revell, Audrey
Roberts. Elizabeth
Isaiah Thomas Gorham, David Canning*, Bernadette Bullock, Jacob Lee Burkeen, Leann
Ryan Tyler Grace*, Alicia Nicole
Chadwick, Darrah Chantry Allen Carroll, Kellie Kathleen Roberts. Dee-Anna
Louise Grady*, Andrew Paxton Janesse Clark*. Nathaniel Renee Chapman. Nicholas Brice Elizabeth Robinson, Austin
Shayne
Rogers*, Autumn
Green, Delissa Ann Green*. William Clause*. Madison Raye Cherrie, Kristen
Michelle
Wade Thomas Griggs, Stanley Connell, Tristan Robert Crady*. Clayton, Leeandra Brooke Brooke Rogers, Haley Elizabeth
Brian Hale, Ben R. Hanneman, Elizabeth Oaks Crass, Lorynn Cleaver, Aaron Lee Collie*, Rogers. Rachel Jean Ross.
Audree Layne Harper, Lucas Paige Deitz. Codey Lee Dumas. Khara Brooke Conner. Timothy Montana Nicole Rowland*,
Abbigail Lynn Rushing*,Joseph
Allen Hill, Tristan Bradley Jeremy Wayne Duncan. Samuel Dalton
Cooksey,
Kaitlyn
Holland,
Sarah
Jensen Hudson Elliott*, Callie Rae Nichole Cory*. Elizabeth Claire Taylor Russell, Kamber Brooke
Sanders*,
Taylor
Brooke
Humphreys, Skyler Pierce Emerson*, Kaitlyn Rochelle Courtney*, Joshua
David Schaaf,
Tyler
Wade
Hunter*, Ember Lynzzee Jones, English,
Logan
Chandler Cunningham. Allie
Leigh Schanbacher*, Will
Parker
Christopher T. Kelly, Kristen Enoch*, Landon Tyler Fike*, Daniel. Jordan Taylor
Dawson, Schwettman, Katie Ann
Shinkle,
Lane Kelly, McCall Douglas Wyatt W. Frame, Kelcey LeAnn Courtney Bree Dick.
Ashley Jazmine
Kristen
Staples,
Key*. Ashley Rose Kotter, Char Garner,
Amanda
Crystal Nicole Dixon, Dakota Alan
Bethany Jean Street, Morgan
Eric Manus, Brandy Leann George, Raegan Elizabeth Dukes*. Keauna
Danielle Elise Stubblefield, Aubrey
Mason, Stephanie Jo McClain*, Green,
Alexander
Garth Dunnaway, Kendrick Drake Wayne
Summers, Aaron Cole
Andrea Lauren McCormack, Gullixson*, Hunter Shawn Dunnaway*, Allia
Marie Earick, Swift, Laiken Nicole Tabers,
Whitney Lauren McGuire, Harrison,
Katherine
Linn Jennifer Lynn Edwards*. Kelly Jordan Kelly
Tetrev. Courtney
Kayla Lynn McNutt, Erik Jules Herndon, Regan Nicole Storm Carissa Elkins, Logan
Thomas Lynn Thompson*, Lonnie
Mikulcik*,
Brad
Renee Hinson, Jessica Sue Hiter*. English*, Jessica Ann Foster,
Jonathan
Thorn,
Megan
Mitchell,
Logan
Charles Zachery John Holt. Kacy Andrew Jay Fraher, Ronald Bo
Elizabeth Tremblay. Austin
Mitchell*, Meredith Margaret Michelle
Horton,
Haley French, Bailey Alan Futrell*. Eugene Trotter.
Mullins*, Cassidy Alexis Neal*. LeeAnne Hounshell*. Sarah Tara Breanne
Garland, Erica
Erin Nicole Tubbs, Kathryn
Leticia Nunez, Italy Orduna, Nicole Houston. Rachael Renae Garner,
Elizabeth
Tucker',
Ian
Bryce Patrick Orr*, Erin Hutson.
Kennedy Brooke Garrison. Anderson Umstead, Zachary
Elizabeth Off*, Ladona Chance
Bokyung Ann Kim. Jennifer Andrea Nicole Gibson*. Kayla
David Vasterling. Katlin Aline
Overbey*, Katarina Nicole Lynn LaRose. Chelsea Marie Elizabeth
Grady*. Caitlin Walker,
Devon
Thomas
Owen. Matt Allen Parrish, Long, Darien Brooke Maness, Nichole
Gray. Ty!er Ross Warrnack*, Steven Powell
James Caleb Paschall, Jonathan Courtney Elizabeth Martin. Greer*, Cullen
Matthew Griffin, West* and Meagan 1<a, Winder.

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Thursday, Feb. 12, 2009:
Be willing to risk more this year,
once you get as many facts as
possible. You are just plain
lucky. Still, a touch of action
could make all the difference.
Loosen up and consider different attitudes or styles. If you are
single, you will meet people
with ease, and you could easily
meet someone quite special this
year. If you are attached, you
add that extra zip in your relationship. heating up the bond.
LIBRA understands you better
than you think.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
(-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Defer, and you'll get
results. You'll understand a lot
more if you relax and go with the
moment. Someone you look up
to pressures you beyond the
norm.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Focus on getting the job
done and getting ahead. You
might be baffled by all the pressure around you and others'
demanding ways.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You come up with
answers where others might
draw a blank. How you deal with
the many people in your life
reflects your true nature.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Coming from a basic point
of view, you manage to develop
a stronger sense of identity and
direction. It could be difficult to
deal with others, as they push
you quite hard.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** New beginnings become
possible if you relax and keep
conversations moving. Pressure
builds from out of nowhere -- so
it seems. Consider a reorganization of your daily life.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Continue to process a new
rush of emotional possessiveness or material envy. You
understand that this won't help
you in any way, shape or form.
Build your own sense of identity
and security,.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You feet as if everything is working as you feel it
should. Bathe in the moment.
but don't get too secure, as sur-

Iv Jacqueline Bluer
pnses could easily pop up. Your
easy side makes you a sure-bet
winner.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Continue to remain cool,
calm and collected. Though you
are sure you don't have all the
answers, you don't need to ask
anyone for help at this point.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Meetings prove to be

important. Whether you are with
a new group or learning a new
hobby, it hardly makes a difference -- you are heading in a new
direction.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You might want to do
something very different. The
problem remains that someone
in charge has some very different ideas. Review a situation

with a bit rno.e care.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your ability to see past
the obvious could make a big difference. Understand what is
going on behind the scenes.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Relate on a one-onone level, and you'll succeed in
communicating some very basic
and significant points.

Helping your family live life to the fullest

Your family doesn't care much about "kilowatts" or "transfer
switches". They just want fresh food
in the refrigerator; cool air blowing from the A/C, or their favorite
night light gently glowing during
a stormy night. Simply put, they want life to go on without interruptio
knocked out, KOHLER® home generators provide automatic emergencn. When the main power is
y backup power to support
your elecincal needs and keep the power on. Whether you're home
or away, a KOHLER commercialgrade residential power system is dependable protection dunng
your family can enjoy LIFE WITHOUT INTERRUPTION". Because unexpected power outages. Now
KOHLER is ON.

Emergency Home/Business Standby Power
Parts, Service,
and Installation for all your Repowering/Portable Power
Needs

P611111111 POWER
Sourvo for ff
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One and

Power.

www.pbpowerstore.com

Better Built Garages, Inc.
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DELUXE MODELS
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors. Not Pre-Fab,
Carpenter Built, All Ouality Materials

2 Car Vinyl Siding Garage (Including Concrete flow
I

'7,975

lit21,.4
Al
11

•

.

Quality Material*,
Net Pre labs.
.....

Carpenter Built
Professional

Plus Off Level Lot — Larger Size Garages Available

Workmanship

HSI Si NIOPTIMAL SPICIALUJI FUMES

• Glass In overhead doors & walk-in doors • Extra wall height • Any roof pitch you require
• Extra Windows • Extra Doors • Concrete Driveways and Aprons •• Breezeway • Available • Trusses with storage
coverings' vinyl, wood.
masonite, brick, metal, or stone • Plus many more - design your own customwall
built building.

270-674-5530 or
Toll Free 1-888-852-3451
Melded; KY • w ww.bhgaragas.com
Family Owned & Operated
Committed to Quality and Customer Satisfactio
n

We Offer You: Free Estimates. References and Location
of Garages in your Area and Written Warranty
YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL!
Quality Workmanship • Quality Material
Built By Experienced Craftsmen
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of Mike
Palmer and some friends who
joined forces to bring niusic to
special event held at Kirksey United Methodist Church The photo
was by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Four longtime retiring employees of Calloway County Health
Center will be honored at a reception at the center on Feb. 21 The
retirees are James L. Erwin, Elaine
Paschall, Amelia Wisehan and
Rebecca Selwitz.
The annex of the Calloway
County Public Library is getting
a facelift.
20 years ago
The Hutson Company. Inc. of
Murray as established a fellowship for graduate students in agriculture at the University of Kentucky in honor of its president
and chief officer, Dan C. Hutson
Angie Herndon, daughter of
Don and Joyce Herndon. has been
chosen as Miss Spring 1989. for
the special section to be published
by the Murray Ledger & Times.
Births reported include a girl
to Donna and James McCoy. Feb.
7; a girl to April and Brett Willie.
a boy to Denise and James Harnson and a girl to Sylvia and Clifton
Boyd, Feb. 8.

mond, for Racers and Cindy Burns for Lady Racers.
40 years ago
Published is a picture of H
Glenn Doran, member of Industrial Committee of Murray Chamber of Commerce. holding the certificate of recognition presented
by the Kentucky Chamber of ComMCIVC 101 his work with the local
chamber. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Gene McCutcheon
In high school basketball games.
Calloway Laker!. lost 86-83 to
Sedalia Lions with Darrell Cleaver
high scorer for Calloway; Murray
Tigers won 72-59 over Ballard
Memorial with Albert Scott high
scorer for Tigers; University School
Colts won 81-39 over Puryear
with high scorers being Arant for
Colts and Sealy for Puryear.
50 years ago
Joe E. Buchanan, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Roosevelt Buchanan of
New Concord, has been promoted to private first class where he
is serving with the 35th Artillery
Battery II in Wertheim. Germany.
In high school basketball games,
Douglass Bulldogs won 82-37 over
Union City Miles with Cooper
high scorer for Bulldogs; Almo
Warriors lost 36-32 to North Marshall with Furgerson high scorer
for Warriors; Murray Tigers lost
30 years ago
53-36 to Lone Oak with Lee high
Members of Boy Scout Troop scorer for Tigers; New Concord
77 with O.B. Boone as scoutmas- Redbirds won 93-39 over Hazel
ter, erected a typical campsite. Lions with G. Rowland high scorcomplete with a lookout tower er for Redbirds and Erwin high
and Indian teepee at the Murray scorer for Lions
City Park over the weekend in
60 years ago
observance of Boy Scout Week.
An average of $.18 per hunMrs. Cody Adams presented a dred weight was reported for the
program on "New Year's Resolu- sale of dark fired tobacco on the
tions and Importance of Reading Murray Market.
the Bible" at a meeting of the
Births reported include a boy
United Methodist Women of Cold- to Mr. and Mrs. John McNeely
water United Methodist Church and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William
held at the Adams home.
&limn, Feb. 8.
Murray State University RacMurray Training School Colts
ers lost 81-69 and MSU Lady won 36-26 over Almo High School
Racers lost 65-63 in basketball Warriors ir a basketball game.
games with teams from Tennessee High team scorers were Houston
Tech University. High team scor- for Colts and Hargis for Warriors.
ers for Murray were Kenny Ham-

Man hesitates to combat Frozen shoulder remains
rumor mill with the truth
despite treatment
DEAR ABBY: I have tried
to have cordial relations with
my neighbors, but do not have
particularly close friendships
with any of them.
A little over a year ago, a
young man started coming to
my home on
a
regular
basis whenever
my
wife was out
of
town.
After
a
while,
he
began
spending the
night with
me
when
she
was
By Abigail
away.
Van Buren
Evidently, some of
my neighbors noticed these
visits and started gossiping
about it, spreading the rumor
that I am gay and that this
young guy is my lover. More
recently, however, he has spent
the night when my wife is
present, so now my neighbors
think something kinky is going
on.
At times I am puzzled by
this. At other times I am angry
at their arrogance and gall.
The explanation is simple: The
young man is my son from a
previous relationship. Because
we were prevented from having contact when he was a child,
we are now trying to establish a relationship -- and we
are making progress. My wife
and other children have been
wonderfully supportive in all
this.
I really don't want to tell
my neighbors what's going on
because it will inevitably lead
to a disclosure of some things

Dear Abby

TodainnIllstorg
By The Associated Press
Mankiewicz was born in WilkesToday is Wednesday. Feb. 11. Barre, Pa.
the 42nd day of 2009. There are
In 1937, a six-week-old sit323 days left in the year.
down strike against General Motors
Today's Highlight in History:
ended, with the company agreeOn Feb. I I. 1858. French ing to recognize the United Autoteenager Bernadette Soubirous mobile Workers Union.
reported the first of 18 visions
In 1945. President Roosevelt,
of a lady dressed in white in a British Prime Minister Winston
grotto near Lourdes.(The Catholic Churchill and Soviet leader Josef
Church later accepted that the Stalin signed the Yalta Agreement
visions were of the Virgin Mary. I during World War IT
On this date:
In 1975. Margaret Thatcher was
In 1812, Massachusetts Gov. elected leader of Britain's oppoElbridge Gerry signed a redistrict- sition Conservative Party.
ing law favoring his party, givIn 1979, followers of Ayatoling me to the term 'gerryman- lah Ruhollah Khomeini seized
dering.'
power in Iran.
In 1861, President-elect AbraIn 1989. the Rev. Barbara C.
ham Lincoln departed Springfield. Harris became the first woman
for Washington.
consecrated as a bishop in the
In 1909. heavyweight boxer Episcopal Church, in a ceremony
Max Baer was born in Omaha. held in Boston.
Neb.; Oscar-winning writer-proIn 1990, South African black
ducer-director
Joseph
L. activist Nelson Mandela was freed

after 27 years in captivity.
Ten years ago: A federal jury
in New York found several gun
makers responsible in three area
shootings for letting guns fall into
the hands of criminals and assessed
damages; gun makers were found
liable in six other instances, but
no monetary damages were awarded.
(However,the plaintiffs suffered
a setback in 2001 when the New
York Court of Appeals invalidated such claims.)
Five years ago: Wesley Clark
dropped out of the race for the
White House. A car bomb at an
army recruiting center in Baghdad. Iraq, killed 47 people. Cable
TV giant Corneas' Corp. launched
a hostile bid to buy The Walt
Disney Co. for more than $54
billion. (Corneas' later dropped its
bid).
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DEAR DR. GOT1': I am
seeking relief from the pain of
adhesive capsulitis. I've been

that are really none of their
business. But I am troubled
by the rumor that I have a young
male lover. What do you think
I should do? -- I'M HIS DAD

want to let your neighbors know

the truth, then you will have
to tolerate the fact that they
have active imaginations and
have drawn their own
taken) conclusions. If I were
in your shoes, however. I think
I'd come "out of the closet
on the paternity issue and put
the gossip to rest by having
your wife introduce your son
around as exactly who he is.

and examination. An MRI may
reveal widespread inflammation.
but no specific indications of
a frozen shoulder will appear.
Initial treatment is generally with over-the-counter nonsteroidal
anti-intlammatories
iNSAIDsi, such as acetaminophen or ibuprofen. This is often
followed with physical therapy, hot and/or cold treatments,
prescription
corticosteroids.
arthroscopy. shoulder manipulation and electronic stimulation.
It appears you have run the
gamut of treatment, right down
to
manipulation
performed
under anesthesia. During the
process, your physician should
have worked the shoulder joint
through repeated movement to
release any scar tissue present.
The arthroscopy was performed
in an effort to cut tightened
ligaments and also to remove
scar tissue.
There's not much left I can
recommend, but here goes:
Request a second opinion from
an orthopedic specialist at a
teaching hospital. Bring along
your reports and any relevant
information for his or her
review. Get an opinion on
acupuncture, which has helped
some people, and ask for other
solutions. Good luck.
To give you related information. I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Managing Chronic Pain." Other
readers who would like a copy
should send a self-addressed,
stamped. No. 10 envelope and
$2 to Newsletter, PO Box 167,
Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure
to mention the title.

suffering for almost a year. I've
had X-rays. two MRIs. cortisone shots, distension anhrogram. II months of physical
therapy.
manipulation
under
anesthesia
and shoulder
arthroscopy
that removed
a small bone
spur.

IN VIRGINIA
DEAR DAD: If you don't

DEAR
READER:

Dr. Gott

Adhesive
capsulitis is
commonly
known as a
"frozen shoulder." The shoulder itself is a ball and socket
joint, held intact with tough
connective tissue. Frozen shoulder occurs when the shoulder
capsule becomes inflamed and
stiff and the shoulder bones
are unable to move freely within the joint. This results in limited range of motion and pain,
making even simple tasks next
to impossible.
There are a number of reasons for the condition to occur,
such as prolonged immobilization, diabetes, hyperthyroidism.
open-heart surgery and advanced
age. Or there may be a decrease
in the amount of synovial fluid
around the joint. This sticky
fluid resembles the white of
an egg and provides lubrication for joints, tendons and
bursa.
Diagnosis is made primarily through a patient's history

By
Dr. Peter Gott

•••

DEAR ABBY: I started
working in a medical office a
year ago. I handle the financial end of the practice and,
because of that. I have a private office. I have six coworkers who assume that I am
antisocial because I stay in
my office most of the time.
When I come out to socialize, they ignore me and have
given me unpleasant vibes. I
tried recently to transfer to
another medical office, but my
boss counter-offered so that I
would stay. Out of loyalty to
him, I stayed.
Now I have to continue
going to lunch alone and sitting in my office all day without anyone saying a word to
me. What can I do to feel
more accepted? -- EXCLUDED IN ALABAMA
DEAR EXCLUDED: Try
a little harder to integrate into
the group by bringing some
treats to the office for "the
gang' and offering to share,
or inviting them all out to lunch.
However, if that doesn't melt
some ice, have a talk with the
office manager because you
have described a hostile work
environment. If you are the
office manager, then let the doctor know what's going on. There
are steps your boss can take
to rectify the situation. And if
it doesn't happen, take the
other job and let the doctor
know why.

ConuactBridge
south deale:..
Neither side sulnerable.

and Ines the club finesse, hoping
West has the king.
But East takes the club ten with
the king and returns a diamond to the
ace. South 5% ins and, with only eight
tricks in siev., must try to find
another tnek.
If South had all the time he

NORTH
•.A 10
•.1 10 .3
•8 5 4 2
•A J 86

WEST

EAST

*1 9 5 2

*X 6 3

VA 8 4
•01 7 3
•74

needed, he could drive out the A-K
of hearts and score his ninth trick in
that suit. But that obviously won't
work on this occasion, since the
opponents will collect two diamond
tricks to go with the A-K of hearts

•K 7 5 2
•10 96
#K 5 3

SOUTH
•K(,)74
•Q 96
•A K
*0109 2
The bidding:
South West North East
I NT
Pass
NT
All Pass
Opening lead
three of diamond,
There are times when declarer
cannot afford to des clop all his
potential tricks, the usual reason
being that by the time the winners are
established, the delenders will
already have collected enough tricks
to defeat him. In these cases, declarer
may have to search for a quicker way
to gain the additional trick (or tricks)
he needs.
For example, take this deal where
declarer starts with six top tricks
three spades. two diamonds and a
club — and so needs three more to

*WO

DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I are having a "debate."
and I hope you can help. When
dining out in a restaurant, is
it proper etiquette to ask for
a taste from another person's
plate? -- WHATS MINE IS
MINE IN MAINE
DEAR W.M.I.M.: I have
never heard of any rule of etiquette that forbids asking for
a bite. If you're afraid your
husband will take too much,
place a small portion on your
bread plate and pass it to him.

If

i

ednesday. February II. 2009 • 3B

ink! club king for down one.
'There is only one genuine chance
for nine tricks, and that lies in the
hope that West was dealt the jack of
spades. If so. dummy's ten can be
converted into a trick by taking a
finesse against the tack.
So at trick four, declarer leads the
spade four and, when West follows
loss, plays dummy's ten. After it
%% ins, South cashes three more
spades and three clubs and so gets
home with the contract.
It is true that the unusual lustround spade finesse might lose to
rost, in which case South would go
down an extra trick.
But considering that declarer is
investing only 50 points while trying

to main 400 (roughly the s aloe of a
mins ulnerable game at rubber
make three notrump. Ile wins the bridge), this minuscule loss is clearly
opening diamond lead with the king worth the risk.
Tomorrow: Standard operating procedure.
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TOOkti, AT A MEE-WG, niE BOSS
TOLD EVERYONE TWAT NE MAD

6000 NEWS AND SAO NEWS

GARIFIE.I-CKED
EVERY TIME WE COME HERZ,
WE HAVE YOU AS A WAITER,
ARMANDO HOW 15 THAT

ACROSS

37 Recipe amts
38 Barbie s beau
39 Fire chiefs suspicion
41 Suffix for hero
42 City near
Syracuse
46 Makes a note
49 Mensa data
51 Umpire's shout
53 Land measure
54 Pistachio
55 Russian name
56 Invasion of the
— Snatchers
57 Aurora to Plato
58 Bone-dry

1 Ice Follies
venue
5 London s Old —
8 Shade of pantyhose
12 In a short time
13 Wis neighbor
14 Drew on
15 Contribute
16 Prefix for classic
17 Beaded shoes
18 Amber
20 Fill-in
22 Of the past
24 Embroider
maybe
27 Ex-GIs
30 Ship or plane
parts
32 Rocker
Jon Bon —
33 Coffee holder
34 Full-grown
acorns
35 Dilapidated
hotel
I
12

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5

Dusting cloth
No future — —
Exploding star
Was aware of
Upholstery
choice
6 Henri s island
7 Zoom-in shot
8 Deaden
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SO I STOOD IN THE CHOW LINE IN THE RAIN FOR AN HOUR TODAY BECAUSE THE COOK SAID WE WERE
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21 And to Fritz
23 Pharmacy
purchases
24 Frog step
25 Exasperates
26 Slalom run
27 Mouse cousin
28 Smooth and
level
29 Aunt in Baja
31 Hairstyles
32 NYC airport
33 Crimson pigment
36 Undergrad
degs
37 Tunnel blaster
40 Deposes
41 — — old
chap
43 Mother of
Horus
44 Stalactite site
45 Nowhere near
46 Elbow
47 Sierra Madre
gold
48 Danson or
Kennedy
50 Quid pro —
52 Capt s
heading
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PEPPERtIIESIDENTS'
Chevrolet,
Cadillac,

EMPLOYEE
PRICING PLUS+

•8

Pontiac,aNC-

111 py

-

2008 Toyota Sequoia SR5

0% APR for 60 Mos.
Is Back on
Select GM Vehicles

• Auto
• 57 LV 8
• 2 WD

41, #118303

• Auto
7L

•

•V6
• 2WD

*1.9% APR for 72 Months

I
198""

2009
Chevy Aveo

I

StK =GC9147

4=t

Your Price

$14,760
— 765

$13 9znc0 ••

•4 Door • 1 LT
•5 Speed Manual
Transmission
• Air Conditioning

takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

PtPPt/EY
24211 E.

Pam.TN - 1 -800-32E-322E•731442-3900

UP TO $1,000 BONUS
CASH FOR CHRYSLER
FINANCIAL OR
CREDIT UNION

=
• Auto

All

0% APR ON
EVERYTHING IN
STOCK

Sweetheart $17 009
Price
g• I 544

I IMIILD LIFLIMIL WAKKAN 1
, 1"

MSRP
$32484
Peppers Sweetheart Disc - 2 985
Toyota Rebate
- 2,000

Sweetheart $17 A09
Price
gm I 9674

In &OCR% 111WWIZI
Brand
New 2009

New 2008 FJ Cruisers

Have $3,000 Toyota

Rebate!
All New 2008 Toyota 4 Runners
Have $4 000 Toyota Rebate!
Come See Our "Must Go Row" Now!
n:sc halm er •:::.: ,•
1ee of $14900. taxes title and license
Photos is Olustratron ournoseS Orin/

crrer it

$4,000

2008 Solara Convertible SLE
'MOW

Per Month

MSRP
Peppers Discount

REBATES UP TO

' Peppers Sweetheart Disc - 4,054
Toyota Rebate
- 2.500

(or)

I

Sweetheart $00 009
Price '
Mtn,
44

<no 2008 Toyota Highlander Sport
artiogip, MSRP
$34.553

0% APR for 60 Mos
I 98.46** Per Month

099.
‘
1V 5

DX Grade MSRP
$31
Peppers Sweetheart Disc - Tut
Toyota Rebate...
- 5.000

15' New 2009 Chevrolet
Aveos Available at

$

Sweetheart

•-"") 2008 Toyota Tundra Crew Max 2WD

1.9% APR for 72 Months Available
on Select GM Vehicles

With Payments As Low As

EMPLOYEE PRICING
FOR THE PUBLIC

MSRP
$39900
Peppers Sweetheart Disc
4 901
Toyota Reba.,
)00

•
-usDuey.ate r.v.iveo
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7478 F Welr' St Pans TN
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E Wood St • Parts
642-5661 • 1 820 748 8816

Peers automotive Pre-owned Specials
2007 Nissan Murano SL

2005 Nissan Quest

13,000 Miles, T/C, PW/
PL, CD,Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P6920A

2001 Cluysler Town & Countty Uti

52,000 Miles, 3.5 SE,
Loaded.
Stk. #TC8367A

57,000 Miles, T/C, PW/PL,
CD, Leather, Alloy
Wheels.
Stk. #TC8222B

$14,898*
1 2008 Chrysler PT Cruiser
20,000 Miles. PW/PL, CD
Wit
Stk #CP567
i

4

2006 Chevrolet Monte Carlo SS
.

bow,,Or

0,000"Wes
T/C, PW/PL,
CD, Alloy
Wheels.
Stk. #CP613

75,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Moonroof,
Polished Wheels.
Stk. #GC9140A

20,000 Miles, V-6, Luxury
Sport Package, Heated
Leather.
Stk. #P6980

$21,375*

*W140

2004 Cadillac as
48,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Moonroof, Alloy
Wheels.
Stk. #CP611

414 gliff

987•
90,

2008 Chevrolet Colorado LT
----

2006 Cadillac STS

20011 Chrysler Sebring
To(siwtrti
—J

41 1O,986
motarillor

T

56,85

94,797

2004 Ford Ranger XLT

2009 Toyota Carnry LE

9.000 Miles. 2WD, Z-71.
Crew Cab.
Stk. #P7056

72,000 Miles. Regular
Cab, 5-Speed,
Chrome Wheels.
Stk. #CP547A

3 To Choose From.
Stk. #s:
P7029, P7030, P7031

19,975*

$6,438*

96,950'

2005 Chrysler 300C

2007 Mazda 3

14,000 Miles, Hemi,
Chrome Wheels,
Moonroof, Heated
Leather. Stk. #CP616

17i986*

2004 Chevrolet Silverado 1.5

32,000 Miles, Automatic,
CD, Spoiler.
Stk #CP624

34,000 Miles, 2500 HD
Crew Cab,
Duramax Diesel.
Stk. #P7020A

$12,997*

95,996'

Itcense addreonal $149 doc tee ,r0Ltodeo t-_some photos or illustranon purpose,

2400 E. Wood St.•Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
Hrs.. M-F 8 a.m.-6 p.m., Sat. 8 a m -5 p.m

www.peppersautomotive.com
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SPORTS

SECTION C

www.murrayledgencom

(a)
The Big Chill
CROSSTOWN CLASSIC
MURRAY TIGERS VS. CALLOWAY COUNTY LAKERS

e-mail: sportsemurrayledgercom
LADY LAKERS 67, LADY COLONELS 65

6 P.M.:THURSDAY:MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL

ICE STORM HAS
HAD DIFFERENT
.EFFECTS FOR
1TWO SQUADS

11

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Bruce Lane doesn't condone
devastating ice storms. but he
may be the only coach in the
Fiist Region who didn't mind
seeing the doors of his gym
locked for days during the wintry event.
For the Lakers, who suffered
a stagnant offense while losing
three out of four games prior to
the storm, the break was a welcome relief for many of
Calloway's multi-sport athletes.
for whom days off have been
few and far between since sun,
tner.
The rest and relaxation seems
to have been just what the doctor
ordered. Calloway has won
three straight since. scoring its
third-highest point total of the
season in an emotional Friday
night overtime victory at Graves
County. shellacking Reidland on
Monday and winning at Carlisl,
Co. on Tuesday.
"I think some of our guys
have been on a long, long journey from the first of June really." said Lane. "(The football
players) got back from Bullitt
East at two in the morning, then
36 hours later started basketball
practice without a break. I think
it helped rejuvenate a couple of
guys and give us the rest we
needed."
The break seems to have had
the opposite effect for Murray.
The Tigers were riding the
Momentum from their First
Region All 'A' Classic championship prior to the storm. Since
then, they've scored an uninspired win over Community
•see RIVALRY, 2C

4T11 DISTRICT
STANDINGS
School
Marshall County
Calloway County
Murray
Comm Christian

• ,),LLARD

Cunningham
getting in sync
for stretch run
MSU SIGNEE DUMPS IN 21 IN
VICTORY OVER CHRISTIAN Co.
I

Dia(Oven*
5-0(16-6)
2-2 (15-61

2-2(14-6)
513-15;

Ledger & Times

Calloway County guard Shauna Wicker attempts a layup
against the defense of Christian County's Denisha Mumford in
the fourth quarter of the Lady Lakers' 67-65 win Tuesday.
Wicker scored six points as Calloway won its third consecutive game.

TOMMY DILLARD

Ledger & Times

Cniiioway County's George Garner and Murray's Cole Hurt vie for this rebound during the first
meeting between the Lakers and Tigers on Jar_ 9. The crosstown rivals square off again
Thursday night at Tiger Gymnasium.

That's so offensive
LADY TIGERS, LADY LAKERS FINDING SHOOTING STROKE IN RECENT WEEKS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Lv en though his team left lenge).
Gymnasium as winners in a 41-34 slugfest
against Murray hack in January. Scott Sivills
wouldn't mind putting that performance
behind him when his Calloway County
hunch traves to Murray on Thursday for a
rematch.
The Lady Lakers turned in one of their
worst offensive performances of the season
against the Lady Tigers. shooting just 27
percent.
But that was then. This is the Calloway
County team that rediscovered its offensive
mojo and upset state-ranked Henderson
County at the Jeff two weeks ago.
Thanks in large part to the offensive
rebirth
of senior forward
Kayla
Cunningham. the Lady Laker offense has
opened isell up and scored at least 55 points
over each of its last three games.
"I think if you compare us hack to the
first Murray game. we're a totally different
team." says Sivills. "We're shooting the hall
better and were playing better defense and
we're a lot more mature in a lot of areas."
Luckily for Murray. Rechelle Turner can
make the same argument.
The Lady Tigers also struggled offensively in their first bout with Calloway. but
have since found their shooting strokes and
won seven of eight games since facing the
Lady Lakers.
Murray freshman Janssen Starks made
her debut against Calloway and has since
become a leader of the Lady Tiger offense
and its most reliable shooting threat, hitting
from beyond the arc at a 34 percent clip.

Murray has also scored 50 points or more
in each of its games since being held to 34
against C'alloway.
"I do feel like we're better offensively
than we were at that time," said Turner."But
we're going to have to make shots and execute and get to the foul line against their
pressure. We feel like we can keep them
below 50, but for us to be able to be in the
game. we have to score."
Despite the Lady Tigers' struggles in
their first meeting with Calloway. it was
their closest margin of defeat against the
Lady Lakers since 2005.
Turner expects much of the same from
her team on its home floor Thursday.
"We just want to improve from our last
outing with them and put ourselves in position where if a few things go our way ad we
execute extremely well down the stretch,
that we have a chance to win the game.- she
said.
With the Lady Tigers trailing district
I ontrunners Calloway and Marshall by just
one game in the standings. the matchup is
rife with tournament implications.
The Lady Lakers need to win in order to
keep pace with Marshall for the district's
No. I seed. The Lady Tigers themselves are
not out of the hunt for a No. 1 seed — they
can force a tic atop the standings if they
defeat Calloway on Thursday and Marshall
on Friday.
As was the case in the first game, the
ability to dictate tempo will be crucial on
Thursday. Murray was able to force the
Lady Lakers into an uncomfortable haltcourt game for much of the night that served
to neutralite Calloway's athleticism.

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
With several minutes remaining in the first half. Kayla
Cunningham
isolated
her
defender, drove to the basket
and casually flipped up a nolook layup that found the bottom
of the net.
The basket was just two of 21
points for Cunningham in
Calloway County's 67-65 win
over Christian County on
Tuesday. but it marked a certain
confidence that has come with
the senior Murray State commitment's recent offensive resurrection.
"I myself have been playing a
lot better. but I think I've been

playing a lot better with the
team." Cunningham said. "I was
just kind of out of sync there for
a while, but it seems like it's all
coming together."
Since pouring in 24 points
against state-ranked Henderson
County back on Jan. 24.
Cunningham has seemed more
like a college athlete and less
like the player who struggled to
score against an array of junk
defenses earlier this season.
As she's gone. so have the
Lady Lakers. Calloway staved
off a late Christian County rally.
on Tuesday to win its third consecutive game.
-Kayla has really figured it
•See LADY LAKERS,2C

Lady Tigers bag
third straight win
MHS PUTS THREE PLAYERS
IN DOUBLE FIGURES
I.nowt

TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times
Murray's Shelby Crouch looks to go to
the basket against the defense of
Calloway County's Kayla Cunningham
dunng their Jan. 9 game at Jeffrey
Gymnasium. Crouch and Cunningham
will battle one another in the post again
on Thursday.

"Defensively is where our foundation is.
said Si'. ills. "We want to create turnovers,
•See GIRLS, 2C

Crouch added seven points and
A third quarter in which pulled down 12 rebounds.
Murray outscored homestanding
Livingston 17-101 was led by
Livingston Central 18-9 made senior guard Jordan Kirkham.
the difference as the Lady Tigers who scored 11 points.
took a 57-31i Will away from
Murray led 15-11 after the
Smithland on Tuesday.
first quarter and pushed its lead
After leading by six points at to six at the break.
The Lady.
halftime. Murray capitalited on Tigers
held a double-digit
several Lady Cardinal turnovers
advantage for the majonty of the
and executed their offense well
second half.
to take a 42-27 lead into the
Murray enjoyed a productive
fourth quarter
The win was the third con- offensive night. shooting 51 persecutive for the Lady Tigers, cent from the field. but hitting 2
who have now won se'.en of of 10 from beyond the arc and
their last eight going into II of 18 from the charity stripe.
Livingston shot 28 percent
Thursday night's 4th District
matchup with Calloway County. from the field and was a dismal
Murray(16-6) put three play- 4-for-24 from three-point. while
ers in double figures. led by hitting half of their free throws.
Mummy won the rebounding
freshman
guard
Haley
Armstrong's 15 points. Senior battle 35-30. but turned the ball
forward Stacey McClure added over 24 times.
14 whiic eighth-grade guard
The Lady Tigers will host
Janssen Starks contributed 13.
Calloway (15-6) on Thursday di
Freshman forward Shelby 6 p.m.

SPORTS
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HOOPS
Lakers winPREP tsiliuPd straight
SIMMONS
SCORES TEAMHIGH 20 POINTS
IN VICTORY
Staff Raped
Calloway County regained its
shooting stroke and cruised to a
60-45 victory Tuesday night at
Carlisle County.
After a dismal performance
from beyond the arc against
Reidland on Monday. the Lakers
115-6) picked up the slack
against First District-leading

•Girls
points in the second half and going
12-for-I9 from the field. The Lady
Colonels also got 16 points from
Mumford also a senior.
Calloway iced the game down
the stretch with free throws as
Fields and Cunningham combined
to go 4-for-4 from the snipe with
the game on the line.
Used to opponents attempting to
keep them out of transition.
Calloway faced a different animal
in the Lady Colonels, an athletic
squad that also thrives on uptempo
basketball.
Christian County used the transition game to run out to an early
13-6 lead before Calloway
responded with a 13-0 tun that put
them in the driver's seat early in the
second quarter.
"What coach tells us is that they
want to play the same kind of game
we do.- said Cunningham."So we
really had to make sure we stayed
in control and didn't get caught up
in playing their game."
Historically one of the top teams
in the Second Region. Christian
County has struggled to a 10-12
mark this season. The Lady
Colonels and Lady Lakers faced
each other twice last season. with
Christian beating Calloway on its
home floor during the BB&T
Holiday Classic and the Lady
Lakers returning the favor in
January.
"Anytime you get a chance to
face a quality team from the
Second Region. that will prepare
you for March and we're going to

do that.- said Sivills. 'They give
you something different. They're
all athletic and you have to know
how to defend."
The Lady Colonels were the
third Second Region squad
Calloway has faced this season.
Webster County beat the Lady
Lakers back on Jan. 19 and
Calloway upset Henderson on Jan.
24.
Fields and Cunningham were
the only Lady Lakers to reach double figures. but Calloway got six
points apiece from junior guards
Shauna Wicker and Brittany Fox
and four apiece from senior Karra
Jones and freshman Taylor Futrell.
Though Jones managed just
four points. she sank a crucial
fourth-quarter jumper and Sivills
praised her recent willingness to
attack the basket
-She is slashing to the basket
like the Karra of old,- he said.
"She's rebounding and she's being
a senior leader out there on the
floor. She's been in big ballgames.
When she plays well, it gives us a
different dimension offensively.Chasten Co
Calloway Co

15 11 16 23 — 65
15 21 18 13 — 67

Chnstlen Co. (10-12) — Lewis 28
Mumford 16 Barkley 7. McKnight 5
Knoll 4 Wilson 3 Williams 2
FG: 28-61 3-pt: 4-11
FT: 8-12
Flebounds: 37 Turnovers: 11 Fouls:
17
Calloway Co. (15-6) — K Cunningham
21 Fretds 21 Wicker 6 Fox 6 Jones 4
T Futrell 4 Chnsman 3 Wilson 2
FG: 27-64 3-pt: 0-2 FT: 13.18
Rebounds: 38 Tarnovers: 11 Fouls:
11

RACER BASKETBALL
Racers vs.
Tennessee Tech
Thursday, February 12, 2009
i Women's Game @ 5:15 p.m.
Menis Game @ 7:30 p.m.
at the RSEC
fp

For Tickets:
809-3000
Ticketmaster.com

GoRacers.com

414i

From Page 1C
contest every shot, get the
rebound and run the floorFor the Lady Tigers, handling
Calloway's defensive pressure
will be crucial.
"Without a doubt, our guard
play will be the key to us being
successful," said Turner. "We
have to take care of the ball and
we have to be able to score from
the outside. You're not going to
score a whole lot of points inside
the paint when you're going up
agianst the six-footers they
have."

a

li

School
Marshall County
Calloway County
Murray
Comm Christian

Clet(Overall)
4-1 (17-6)
3-1 (15-6)
2-2(16-6)
0-5(10-9)

COLLEGE HOOPS
ROI NDUP

Meeks' late 3
lifts UK past
Florida, 68-65
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
After a milestone scoring night.
Florida guard Nick Calathes was
reduced to apologizing for a shot
he didn't quite block and the
free throws he didn't quite
make.
Jodie Meeks nailed a 3-pointer to break a tie with under five
seconds left as the Wildcats
snapped a three-game losing
streak with a critical 68-65 victory over Florida Tuesday night.
The shot was particularly
clutch because not only was
Calathes hovering over him, but
he also got a hand on the ball
before Meeks readjusted. fired
and swished it in.
"He kind of tipped it." Meeks
said. "I just threw it up and
hoped for the best. Sometimes it
goes in."
The loss spoiled a huge night
for Calathes, who scored a
career-high 33 points and joined
the career I.000-point club —
the eighth-fastest Gator to do so.
Florida got an opportunity to
tie when Kentucky's Kevin
Galloway fouled Calathes while
trying a last-second desperation
heave. But Calathes missed all
three shots, the last one intentionally. as Kentucky held on.
Afterward, he didn't want to
talk about the shots he made, hut
rather, what went wrong in the
final 5 seconds.
"Put this loss on me,- the
sophomore said. "We're up six,
2 minutes to go. You've got to
finish."
But at least Calathes
acknowledged he made that last
shot difficult. even for the
Southeastern Conference scoring leader.
"It's not a shot he practices.'
Calathes said.

Greg Mansfield's

METAL
OF MURRAY
•Storm Damage
Repair
-Gutter & Garage
Repair &
Replacement

[293-84861

ECOE1EBOTARD
SPONSORED BV STUART ALEXANDER

Carlisle 114-5). Calloway went fourth out of their last
Calloway took a .2‘i
lead into
6-for- 12 from three-point land
Gamer joined Simmons in halftime.
behind four tnfectas from soph- double figures. scoring 17
The Lakers continued to
omore guard Brock Simmons, points. II of which came in the stretch their advantage
in the
who scored a team-high 20 second half, and grabbing 11 third and took a 41-34
lead into
points.
rebounds. Dobbins added six the fourth.
The Lakers had a seven-point points while also handing out
Calloway shot 49 percent
lead to start the fourth quarter seven assists and notching four from the field and
connected on
when the Comets rallied for five steals.
10 of 16 free throws while winconsecutive points to cut the
Senior forward Joseph Kelly ning the rebounding battle 37lead to 41-39. Two baskets by added five points and five 30.
George Garner, a bucket by rebounds while Willis added six
Carlisle managed just 37 perChris Dobbins and two free boards and four points.
cent shooting. went 3-for- 12
throws by Tyrrell Willis sparked
Carlisle County was led by from beyond the arc and 10-for
an 8-0 Laker run that pushed the junior Caleb Hardy's 22 points.
16 at the free throw line.
lead back to 10 and the Comets
The game remained close
The Lakers return to 4th
never got closer.
throughout the first half. The District action on Thursday
The win was the third con- Lakers and Comets were tied at when they travel to Murray (14secutive for Calloway and 12 after the first quarter and 6)for a 7:30 p.m. tip.

•Lady Lakers
From Page 1C
out offensively," said coach Scott
Sivitls. -I think she knows her senior year is coming to an end and
she's really playing well and playing loose. I think she and Averee
(Fields) are really playing well
together.Fields was equally impressive
on
Tuesday,
matching
Cunningham's team-high 21 points
while also grabbing 18 rebounds
and dishing out seven assists.
Calloway led by as much as 16
in the third quarter. but fell victim to
a furious rally from the Second
Region's Lady Colonels in the
fourth. Trailing 59-49, Christian
County launched an 11-0 nut to
take a one-point lead with several
minutes remaining.
The Lady Lakers answered the
call, however, reclaiming the lead
on a Karra Jones jumper and pushing the margin back to three on a
Cunningham basket. Defensively.
Calloway held the Lady Colonels
without a field goal over the game's
final two minutes until a last-second three-pointer that cut the final
margin to two.
"We got a little complacent in
the fourth quarter," said Sivills.
"We were up 16 and kind ofjust got
flat defensively. We let (Denisha)
Mumford and (Shatera) Lewis get
mumeotum and get loose, but we
found a way to step up and make
some shots when we had to.Lewis came off the bench and
provided the spark for the Christian
County rally. scoring 19 of her 2(

arKES

--- Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 •170211u, 121 5
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•- meiI sewer* _islessnider•k vfbins.cent

KENTUCKY PREP SCOREBOARD
Tuesday $ Scores
By The Associated Press
Boys Basketball
F unon Co 73 Hickman Co 57
Lone Oak 69 Lyon Co 59
Marshall Co 62 Community Christian
14
Mayfield 65 Ballard Memorial 55
Paducah Tilghman 72 Heath 56

Girls Basketball
Calloway Co 67 Christian Co 65
Hickman Co 47 Fulton Co 35
Marshall Co 65 Community Christian
54
Mayfield 64 Ballard Menton& 59
Murray 55 Livingston Central 38
Paducah Tilghman 82 Heath 6-7
Trigg Co 56 St Mary 52

OVC BASEBALL ROUNDI

MSU puts three
players on preseason
All-OVC team
THOROUGHBREDS PICKED
SIXTH IN PRESEASON
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
For the second year in a row,
it's
twice
as nice
for
Jacksonville State on the baseball diamond.
The Gamecocks have been
picked as the preseason favorite
for the nine-team league in a
vote of Ohio Valley Conference
head baseball coaches. The
Gamecocks claimed the 2008
regular season championship
with a 23-4 record last season
but came up just short in the
OVC Tournament.
Murray State was picked
sixth among the league as voted
on by the coaches and the
Thoroughbreds put three players
on the Preseason All-OVC
squad, tying them
with
Southeast Missouri for second
most among the nine OVC
schools.
Among those is 2008 AllOVC first-team selection We,
Cunningham, a junior designated hitter. Cunningham led the
Racers with a .380 average last
season, recording 62 hits. 32
runs, two home runs and 30
RBI.
Also on the preseason squad
is third baseman Tyler Owen, a
second-team All-OVC selection
last season. Owen hit .293 with
23 RBI in 44 games a year ago.
One of the Thoroughbreds
strengths this season will be
pitching. as Preseason All-OVC

selection Daniel Calhoun and
starter Chris Craycraft return.
Calhoun led the league with six
complete games last seasoti,
compiling a 5-3 record and 3.00
ERA in 81 innings of work; he
struck out 67 batters and walked
only IS. Craycraft chipped in
with three complete games of
his own, winning five games
and striking out 50 in 86.1
innings of work.
2009 OW Baseb..11 Preseason
Predicted Order el Finish
I Jac,
•
lace v0100
- 61
2 Eastern Illinois
- 60
3 Austin Peay - 48
4 Southeast Missoun Stale • 42
5 Tennessee Tech - 38
6. Murray State - 23
7 Morehead Stale - 22
8 Eastern Kentucky - 20
9 UT Marlin - 10
Preseason OVC Player of the Year:
Brett Nomrnensen Eastern Illinois
Preseason OVC Pitcher of the Year:
Ben Tootle Jacksonville State

2009 All-OVC Preseason
Baseball Team
C - Jen Klocke Southeast Missouri
18 • Matt Wagner. Southeast Missouri
2B Bert Smith Jacksonville State
SS - Drew Lee Morehead State
38 - Tyler Owen. Murray State
OF Bien Nornmensen Eastern Illinois
OF - Tyrell Cummings Southeast
Missouri
OF Todd Cunningham Jacksonville
State
DH. Wes Cunningham. Murray State
UT - Steven Leach Jacksonville State
SP Ben Tootle Jacksonville State.
SP • Josh Mueller Eastern Illinois
SP- Daniel Calhoun. Murray State
RP Daniel Tenholder Austin Peary
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From Page 1C
Christian and lost to Mayfield
on the road.
But even as the Tigers limp
into Thursday night's rematch
with crosstown rival Calloway.
coach Ron Greene has reason to
believe his team is better than
the squad that fell to the Lakers
by three points in early January.
Murray played without starting point guard Blake Darnall in
that game, and even though
Darnall has yet to return to prewrist injury form, his return to
the lineup has aided the Tigers in
one crucial area — depth.
In his team's first bout with
Calloway this season. Greene
played his starters almost exclusively
while the
Lakers
employed an eight-man rotation.
Now, guards Mane Foster and
Jordan Benton are both Oable
options off the bench as well as
forward Mark Stubblefield.
"No question our depth has
improved as the season has progressed. out of necessity if for
no other reason,- said Greene.
"A couple of guys have gotten to
play a lot of needed minutes and
I think that has made our bench
longer.Thursday's matchup will go a
long way in determining the No.
2 seed in the upcoming district
tournament. hut the seeding will
be little more than a formality.
Marshall County wrapped up
the top spot Tuesday night with
a
win
over Community
Chnstian, meaning the Tigers
and Lakers will meet again on
the same floor in less than two
weeks, with both squads seasons hanging in the balance.
Both coaches say the looming tournament matchup won't
change the way they approach
this week's game, however.
-Well just try to do what we
do and do it as well as we can."
said Lane. "I'm not big on tricks
and all that kind of thing. so I
don't think it changes anything."
While Lane will have to prepare his team to face Murray

with Darnall. the Callow*
coach has thrown a kink into
own lineup recently. Sophomnre
guard Shawn Thompson lias
been inserted into the start4
lineup to help kick-start all
offense Lane says had becorrie
susceptible to getting boggeili
down in halfcourt games.
;
ve been focusing on griting our tempo back up anti
playing full court." he said. "10.s
hard for this team to win in halt
court games sometimes, 4)
we're trying to get out and p111.1
lot of shots up.Putting up shots usuaa
translates in offensive rebound.
,
for Calloway. as it did againit
Murray earlier this season
Junior center Tyrrell Willis haeitt
breakout. 15-rebound perforniance in that game.
7.
But the Tigers' formidable
frontcourt is a force to be ret4ioned with on the hoards as well.
Senior forward Aaron Jones is
averaging eight rebounds per
game while Chastin Sheppard is
lust shy of eight.
"We didn't do as good a job
(it keeping Calloway- off the
boards as we should have.- said
Greene. "Certainly size-wise.
we should he in pretty good
shape. hut sometimes quickness
can offset size."
The bigger concern for
Murray may be outside shooting. The Tigers have gone a
combined 6-for-38 from three
over the past two games and
have just one player shooting
over 35 percent from beyond the
That player is Damall. who
has yet to regain his stroke. Still.
Greene isn't overly concerned
about his team's lack of production from the outside.
"So far, we've won 14 games
and it hasn't really hurt us that
badly." he said. "We've been
able to score in other ways and
we get a lot of offense from our
defense. Blake can help us in
that area when he gets his wrist
healed. He'll help us a lot when
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By MICHAEL DANN
'..,115 Editor
Bill) Kennedy would like
nothing more than to see all of
his players make waves in the
NBA.
Suffice to say, some Racers
won't get that opportunity, but
what they will get in the next 20
days is about as similar to the
Association as some of them
will get.
The third-year Racer head
coach compared the remaining
sthedule to that of something
that only occurs in the NBA. as
MSU will play eight games in
the final three weeks of
February, leading up to the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament.
First up for MSU will be a
Tennessee Tech ballclub that
currently sits in eighth place in
th,e conference standings, holding down what would be the last
Playoff spot should the regular
season end today.
The Golden Eagles are 5-8 in
the OVC and 11-12 overall.
while the Racers are in fifth
place at 6-5 and 11-10.
Given Tennessee Tech's position. Kennedy realizes their
backs are against the wall and
expects the Golden Eagles to
come out swinging.
"This time of the year. teams
are desperate." he said. "Teams
that have some leadership and
toughness are desperate and
they know they need to finish
strong and position themselves
for the postseason. There are
really no easy games from here
on out."
After playing
on
Thursday. the Racers will turn
around and host Jacksonville
State on Saturday. Of Murray
State's eight remaining ballgames, seven are at the friendly
confines of the Regional Special
Events Center. a building
Kennedy is ready to return to
and call home.
"I'm glad to be home." he
said. "It seems like we haven't

Tru

been home all season...
Golden Eagle head coach
Mike Sutton hasn't experienced
much luck in his six seasons at
TTU.
Despite being 5-7 against the
Racers, only one of those wins
has come at the RSEC. turninv
the trick against the Racers iii
2005. coming away with a 72-68
victory.
Offensively. TTU is the third
best scoring team in the conference, putting up 74.8 points per
night. To date. the Racers are 03 against the top two scoring
teams after being swept by
Austin Peay (second at 77.1)
and losing at UT Martin (first at
79.9).
Murray State is ranked eighth
in that category. putting up 68.6
points per night, but does rank
third in field goal percentage
defense, holding opponents to
43 percent shooting a night.
Daniel Northern. Will Barnes
and Frank Davis provide the 12-3 punch for the Golden
Eagles. as all three rank in the
top 30 in the conference in scoring.
Northern, a 6-foot-9. 210pound senior center, comes in
averaging 11.7 points per game.
while Barnes. a 6-1. 190-pound
junior guard gets 11 a night and
Davis. the 6-2, 185-pound junior
guard is good for 10.4 per game
"They have a very good
offensive team that scores a lot
of points and that will be a tough
matchup for us." said Kennedy.
Sutton thinks his matchup
will be just as difficult, perhaps
not player against player, but
convincing his team to play with
the kind of effort that gets
results.
"At times. I've felt like our
kids have played well enough to
win," he said. "I'm pleased with
our effort, but not pleased with
our result.
"Billy's guys play well. They
are very good defensively and
they have a lot of weapons on

(11EDULE. RESULTS
Murray State
(AN times Central mad p.m)
DATE
OPPONENT
RESULT
'1 11
BE THEL
11.15
LYON COLLEGE
64-46
11-19
at Arkansas St
L 55-47
11-22
W KENTUCKY
W 848C
at Indiana ST
11-26
W 67-61
11-29
ST CATHERINE
W 75-66
12.4
at Eastern Kentucky W 58 50
1 2-6
at Morehead St
L 79-74
'2-13
al Missouri
L 7544
• 2-20
irSoutn Fbroda
L 73-64
12.21
•Oral Roberts
W 78-76
12-22
eVanght St
L 57-41
12-29
&Niagara
L 80-71
1.5
at UT-Marton
L 75-71
1-8
TENNESSEE ST
W 75-71
1.10
AUSTIN PEAY
158-57
1.15
at Jacksonvolle St
W 63-56
1-17
at Tennessee Tech
L61-S5
1-22
EASTERN ILLINOIS W 58-46
1-24
SE MISSOURI ST
W 80.55
2-4
at Tennessee St
W 88-58
2-7
at Auston Peay
L 83-80
2.9
at Eastern Illboos
W 59-53
DATE
OPPONENT
"MAE
2-12
TENNESSEE TECH 7 30 pm
2 14
JACKSONVILLE ST 730 p m
2-17
at SE Mossouro St
7pm
LOUISIANA TECH
2-21
2 prn
2-23
UT MARTIN
730 p m
2-26
MOREHEAD ST
7 30 p m
2-28
EASTERN KENTUCKY 730 p m
3-3
OVC Toum Ouarlerionals TBA
3-6
OVC Torn Semifinals 638
3-7
OVC Tourn Champ
7pm
• Eikc•ork,
San Juan S.-cor Ckli San Juan Puerto Roco
0. Peooe,CLIss.c Chattanooga Tenn

LINEUPS
/1111111TAT STATE
Paeleals INA=
Name
Pos. Yr
Tony Easley
FC
So
lssac Moles
So
G
Danes° ThornasG
So
Tyler Holloway G
Jr
F
Jeff McClain
So
IIESONIES
No. Name
Pos. Yr
May Frahek
2
G
Fr
10 Ke.on Thomas G
Jr
11
Donte Poole
G
Fr
14
Fr
Picasso Simmons G
32 Jarad Key
E
Jr
33 Jewuan Long G
Fr
42
F
Nan Aska
Fr
50 Georges Fotso C
So
No.
43
0
12
4
22

Courtesy Of OVC

Tennessee Tech junior guard Will Barnes is currently 20th in the OVC in scoring at 11 points
per night. The 6-foot-1, 190-pound native of Tuscaloosa. Ala, joins two other Golden Eagles
who rank in the top 30 in the conference in scoring. Barnes is also the 10th best field goal
shooter in the OVC and ranks 13th in assists.
offense. It's one of those scenar- State and are still one of the
ios where you have to be leery teams to heal."
of a lot of things. They are
Game Notes: Tyler Holloway
extremely athletic and one of the continues to inch closer to movbest defensive teams if you look ing up a notch on the MSU allat numbers. They are very good time made three-point list. He is
in transition, can shoot the ball 6-of-13 in the last two games
well and make their free throws. and now has 188. Justin Burdine
We're had some good games (1998-02) is in third place at
with Murray and we'll have our 198. ... Danero Thomas still has
hands full. They're still Murray his senior campaign to play in

2009-10 and is on his way to
I.000 points with 803 points
after scoring 30 against Austin
Peay and 16 against Eastern
Illinois. ..
MSU is now 28-of-39 4.7171
from the free throw line in the
final two minutes of close games
this season. Against Ell,. the
Racers hit 6-of-8 down the
stretch.

Ht
6-9
6-2
6-4
6-2
6-6

Wt.
200
205
190
175
230

HI.
6-4
6-1
6-3
6-0
6-4
6- 1
6-7
6-8

WI.
180
170
185
170
175
180
230
240

Yr.
Sr
Jr
Jr
So
Fr

Ht.
6-9
6-1
6-2
6-7
6-6

Wt.
210
190
185
205
185

Yr.
Fr
Jr
Sr
Fr
So
Jr
Fr
Fr
Sr

Ht, Wt.
6-3 475
6-0 170
5-10175
6-3 1130
6-7 205
6-4- 205
6-8 215
6-1 175
6-9 275

TDINESSEE TECH
No.
20
21
30
34
55

Name
Pos,
Darrel Northern C
Wal Barnes
G
Frank Davos
G
Allred Jones
F
Murphy
Kevin
F
IIISONES
No. Name
Pos.
Zach Newton G
3
10 Saari MuharnmadG
12 Zac Wake,
G
15 Riley Hunley
G
22 Alex Deds
F
23 DJ Lindsay
F
32 Bassey !name, F
42 Zach Barley
G
45 Ra Shun Bryant C
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CLASSES FORMING NOW!
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809 Coldwater Road • Murray, KY
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WKRECC reports
Calloway power
almost restored
West Kentucky RECC has
now restored power to approximately 85 percent of its members. Most of the major 3-phase
circuits have been restored, and
all the connecting circuits are
being repaired. Individual services will not be repaired until
major circuits are clear, a press
release from the company noted.
"Our central office is up and
fully operational and is providing as much information as possible to our members. The
Mayfield office is open from 7
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and the Murray
and Benton offices are open
from 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.," it was
reported.
WKRECC has out-of-state
crews working alongside our
crews to clear debris and restore
power as quickly and safely as
possible. More than 500 construction linemen/right-of-way
workers are working 16-hour
shifts to restore service.
WKRECC has now restored
power to approximately 32.470
of its 38,0(10-plus customers.
WKRECC restored service to
2,140 customers on Tuesday.
Approximately 5,576 customers
remain without power.
The restoration is going to be
a very lengthy and tedious
process. WKRECC estimates
two-to-six weeks from the time
power was restored from TVA,
with some customers coming on

STORM UPDATE
each day. Future weather problems could extend those estimates," the press release continued.
There are as many as 2.000 to
3.000 individual services in
need of some form of repair.
Outages at this update are as
follows:
Calloway County: 435. 3 percent.
Carlisle County: 560, 39 percent.
Graves County: 2612, 23 percent.
Hickman County: 59, 30 percent.
Marshall County: 1813, 16
percent.
"Power in Calloway County is
almost totally restored. If customers in Calloway do not have
service restored, we ask them to
call us again and let us know
their exact location in our outage
system," the press release noted.
All members should plan for
lengthy outages, even in areas
where it appears service is near.
Some individual service repairs
could be days or weeks away.
"We appreciate the patience of
all our members, and we assure
them that we will have all possible resources at work restoring
service to everyone," a
spokesman wrote.

AP Photo/Bill Waugh

SEVERE WEATHER: Daniel Butler, a Logan County. Okla. employee, moves storm debris to clear a roadway after winds from
a tornado knocked down power lines, damaged homes and businesses Tuesday afternoon, Feb. 10, 2009, in Edmond, Okla.
An unusual cluster of February twisters ripped across Oklahoma, killing eight people.
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Officials say storm deaths at 33
LOUls ILLL. Ks. tAP) —
State officials say last month's
ice storm is to blame for at least
33 deaths in Kentucky.
Justice and Public Safety
Cabinet spokeswoman Jennifer
Brislin says two of the deaths
occurred last week in Jefferson
County. She said Wednesday
that they weren't added to the
total until medical officials confirmed the deaths were caused
by hypothermia.

State Emergency Management
spokesman Buddy Rogers says
a third death occurred Monday
night in Madison County, when
a motorcyclist was hit by an
electric utility truck.
Since the ice storm struck on
Jan. 27, some 101 counties and
75 cities have declared states of
emergency, and President
Barack Obama has issued a
major disaster declaration for
Kentucky.

College of Education
to host undergraduate
research meeting
By Shannon Davis
MSU Public Relations
MURRAY,Ky. - Murray State
University's college of education will hold an informational
meeting for faculty and students
on Wednesday, Feb. 25. from
2:30-3:30 p.m. in the Dean's
Multipurpose
Room
in
Alexander Hall.
Faculty and students are invited to attend to receive information on undergraduate research
and scholarly activity opportunities inside the college of education. A panel discussion will
be held to discuss the importance of engaging in undergraduate research and the process
involved for students participating in this avenue of research.
Students will learn about securing a faculty mentor as well as
how to become involved in
ongoing
faculty
initiated
research until students can discover a personal area of interest. Panelists to offer insight at
this meeting include Debbie
Bell, lecturer of English and

philosophy: Dr. Marty Dunham,
professor of educational studies, leadership and counseling:
Greg Gierhart, lecturer of early
childhood and elementary education; and Dr. Howard
Whiteman, professor of biological sciences and
2007-08
University
Distinguished Mentor.
"This gathering should help
education students learn more
about this hands-on approach to
educational research and give
faculty the chance to discuss
how they can incorporate
undergraduates into their own
scholarly agendas." said Dr.
Bonnie Higginson, associate
provost.
The event is free, door prizes
will be awarded and light
refreshments will be served,
courtesy of college of education
dean. Dr. Russ Wall. and MSU
food services.
For more information, contact
Dr. Joyce Shatzer at (270) 8093115 or Jody Cofer at (270)
809-3192.

Central Ky. police officer slain in home
CAMPBELLSVILLE. Ky.(AP)— A Lebanon city police officer has been found slain in his home in central Kentucky.
Kentucky State Police are investigating the death of 40-yearold David M.Ford as a homicide. Police say he was found by his
wife when she arrived Tuesday afternoon at their home in Taylor
County.
Trooper Billy Gregory says Tonya Ford reported that her husband had been shot. Gregory says he was pronounced dead at the
scene.
Ford had been with the Lebanon police force in neighboring
Marion County for 3 1/2 years.
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Wiggings Furniture, Inc.
Visit us at wwwflemingfurniture.com
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YUPERCE14 Tt
140 H.stkle o.
Highway 00 • A Half Mile East of 1 24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-800-708-8224
Open Cady 9 7• SundayI 5 • inday /0-8
4.11 14.'14 Mao., Stre44. Iltenewa. KY
527.3481 • 1.800-5179.15224
Open Doily 9 5 • Frsilay 96
4'11
1441b Strm4.4. Pia4vcalic KV
442-44155 • 1-800-45041224
Open Doily 9-5 • Friday 9-6
4.1040 Ohm., 841 leNieesee.
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753-6309 • 1-6645.753-6309
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FURdTVRE: AJ a Furniture First dealer, we are barked by over St Billion in
se
buying power to offer you quality home.furnishings at huge savings. Wi
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